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'%*
The men and women who conduct learning

activities in the college determine to a large

extent the nature of the product. Much of what

students learn can be traced directly to factors

other than lectures, reading, recitations, discus-

sions, and examinations. The learning of stu-

dents includes the methods, the processes, and

the approaches of teachers to problems in living.

An active growing faculty helps students to

develop habits that lead to continuous growth.

This issue contains a number of studies of

faculty members of Savannah State College. It

is encouraging to see new contributions and the

variety of interests. The use of research methods

to solve institutional problems as well as individ-

ual problems is a desirable characteristic of col-

lege faculties. The College is glad that the Board

of Regents has continued to make such studies

possible. It is hoped that these studies will en-

courage and stimulate the present contributors

and other members of the staff to initiate and

continue studies which provide for better educa-

tional opportunities here at the College and in

the field of higher education.

W. K. Payne

President
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The Negro in Spanish Proverbial

Expressions

Howard M. Jason

The second quarter of this century was a period of considerable

interest in the study of the Negro in Spanish literature, if we may
judge by the number of articles published bearing on this subject. 1

Because the authors of these articles examined Spanish poems,

novels and plays exclusively, what we find in their work is a picture

of the Negro as seen through the eyes of the poets, novelists and
dramatists in whose works he appeared. The purpose of this paper

is to broaden somewhat the area of the study of the Negro by
looking elsewhere for information. Its purpose is to find out what
Spaniards say about him in their proverbs and proverbial expres-

sions. The merit of such an investigation lies in the difference be-

tween these expressions and most of the other literary forms. In a

play or a novel or a poem we find one person's view of life. We
find a synthesis of the wisdom, the knowledge and the experience

of one individual, usually, an educated individual. Now, proverbs

and proverbial expressions are different. They are part of a nation's

folklore. They have been called the storehouse of the wisdom of

the common people, and therefore, one can deduce from them what

the common people know. 2 Their distinguishing characteristic is

JThe following articles were published during this period:

a. John Brooks, "Slavery and the Slave in the Works of Lope de Vega,"

Romanic Review, XIX (1928), pp. 232-243.

b. Angel Valbuena Prat, "Sobre la poesia de Luis Pales Matos y los temas
negros" (1933), prologo a Tuntun de pasa y griferia, poemas afroantillanos

de Luis Pales Matos, San Juan, Puerto Rico, 1937.

c. V. B. Spratlin, "The Nes^ro in Spanish Literature," Journal of Negro His-

tory, XIX (1934), pp. 6(t-71.

d. W. Napoleon Rivers, "Why Negroes Should Studv Romance Languages,"
Journal of Negro History, XIX (1934), pp. 118-136.

e. Carter G. Woodson, "Attitudes of the Iberian Peninsula," Journal of Negro
History, XX (1935), pp. 190-243.

f. Ildefonso Pereda Valdes, "Contribuci6n al estudio del tema del negro en
la literatura castellana hasta fines de la Edad de Oro," El Negro riopla-

tense y otros ensayos, Montevideo, 1937.

g. Fernando Ortiz, "El Negro en el teatro espahol," Ultra, IV (1938), pp.
553-555.

h. Rafael Marquina, "El Negro en el teatro espanol," Ultra, IV (1938),

pp. 555-568.

i. Edmund Villela de Chasca (editor), Lope de Rueda's Comedia de los

engaiiados, Chicago, 1941.

j. Edmund Villela de Chasca, "The Phonology of the Speech of the Negroes
in Early Spanish Drama," reprinted from Hispanic Review, Vol. XIV,
No. 4, October 1946, by the Lancaster Press, Inc., Lancaster, Pa.

2Francisco Rodriguez Marin, Mas de 21,000 refranes castellanos no contenidos

en la copiosa coleccion del Maestro Gonzalo Correas, Madrid, 1926, "Introduc-

ci6n," p. xviii.



that usually they belong first to the oral tradition of the people
before appearing in books. 3 According to Julio Cejador, proverbs,

proverbial expressions and villancicos (carols) are the most funda-

mental forms of Castilian popular literature; they are the language
in action; they are the creation of everybody, and they are as ancient

as the language itself. 4 Sometimes these expressions contain pro-

found truths but not always because there are some which are only

historical statements, others are simply apt observations, and still

others are mere phrases or even single words. They are, nevertheless,

expressions which for one reason or another came into popular use,

became the property of the common people, and were handed down
from one generation to another. Because these expressions have
such a broad base, because we find in them things which not one
educated individual but numerous ordinary individuals in many
generations considered worthy of being repeated and remembered,
these expressions are more national in character and are probably

more representative of the true feelings of a nation on a given

subject than the works of any individual. It was for reasons such

as these that the celebrated Fray Luis de Leon wrote concerning

Spanish proverbs that their merit lay in the fact that just as no
one individual is as wealthy as all the people put together, in the

same manner, where knowledge is concerned, no individual is as

wise nor can hit upon the truth as frequently as many persons

working together, if they are not exceedingly coarse. 5

Although some students of the subject are of the opinion that

the Negro reached Spain by way of the Western Hemisphere, 6
it

should not come as a surprise to anyone that there are references

to Negroes in Spanish proverbs, many of which were in current use

long before 1492, because it was centuries before the discovery of

America that Spaniards first came into contact with black people.

There is proof of this in the fact that Rafael Altamira y Crevea,

one of the most respected of Spanish historians, writing about the

Roman colonization of Spain and discussing the social classes, says

that the Romans divided the inhabitants into two classes: freemen

and slaves. The latter, he says, were either prisoners of war or foreign-

ers sold into slavery. And then he adds in parentheses that these for-

eigners included Negroes from Africa, who were already being used

as slaves. 7 Since the Roman conquest of Spain began in the year

218 B. C, then the contact of Spaniards with Negroes dates at least

from as far back as the second century before the birth of Christ.

^Ibid., p. xix.

"Refranero castellano, Madrid, 1928, "Introducci6n," p. viii.

r'Refranes o Proverbios en castellano que junto y gloso el comendador Herndn
Nunez, revistos y enmendados por Fr. Luis de Leon, 3 volumenes, Madrid, 1804,

"Prologo," pp. xxii-xxiii.

"In his essay on the Negro in Spanish literature, lldefonso Pereda Vald6s wrote:

"Was it possible for the theme of the Negro to be known in Spain in the

Sixteenth Century unless it was by way of the Western Hemisphere? From
Africa to America and from America to Europe: that was the trajectory of the

Negro." (Translated )— El Negro riopfatense, p. 8.
7Historia de Espaiia y de la civilizacion espanola, Barcelona, 1900, Vol. I, p. 117.



Therefore, Spaniards had more than ample time in which to become
acquainted with them and to introduce references to them into

their proverbs.

We shall consider first the proverbs and proverbial expressions

which are of a disparaging nature; we shall present next those in

which we find the opposite view inasmuch as they are more
favorable to the Negro, and then we shall list those which do not

fall in either of these categories but seem to lie between them.

The following are examples of disparaging proverbial expressions.

Each one is followed by a translation in parentheses and then by a

translation of the comments and explanatory remarks of the au-

thorities indicated.

1. Perro (Dog). Moors and slaves were called dogs because, not

being Christians, there was nobody who could save their souls and
they died like dogs. 8

2. Juan Blanco (John White). They call Negroes that, meaning
the opposite. 9

3. Eso es lo mismo que al negro llamar Juan Blanco (That is the

same as calling a Negro John White). This expression is used with

reference to those who attribute to some person or to some things

qualities which are the opposite to those they ordinarily have. 10

4. Mosca en leche (Fly in the milk). Nickname given to what

is black.11

5. Boda de negros (Colored folks' wedding). This is said be-

cause of the hubbub and the uproar.12

6. Como merienda de negros (Like a colored folks' supper).

This is said because of the noise and the uproar.13

7. Trataronse como unos negros (They treated each other the

way Negroes do). It means that they treated each other badly. 14

8. Con mulos y mulatos, poco trato (Have few dealings with

either mules or mulattoes). 15

9. Ni perro, ni negro, ni mozo gallego (Neither a dog, nor a

Negro, nor a Galician servant). 16

10. Galgo, hidalgo, negro y judio, siempre estan muertos de

8Maestro Gonzalo Correas, Vocabulario de refranes y frases proverbiales y otras

formulas comunes de la lengua castellana en que van todos los impresos antes y
otra gran copia, Madrid, 1924, p. 629.

Hbid., p. 253.
10Jose Maria Sbarbi, Diccionario de refranes, adagios, proverbios, modismos,

locusiones y frases proverbiales de la lengua castellana, obra postuma editada

por Manuel Jose Garcia, Madrid, 1922, Vol. II, p. 134.

"Correas, Vocabulario, p. 610.
12Ibid., p. 541.

"Julio Cejador y Frauca, Tesoro de la lengua castellana, Madrid, 1909, Vol. 3,

p. 328.
14Correas, Vocabulario,..p. 488.

"Francisco Rodriguez Marin, Mas de 21,000 refranes, p. 82.
16Hernan Nunez, Refranes, Vol. 3, p. 21.



frio (Greyhounds, noblemen, Negroes and Jews are always dying

of cold). 17

11. En balde acude al jabon el que es negro de nacion (He who
is a Negro by birth in vain resorts to the use of soap). ls

12. Lavar la cara de un negro es perder agua y tiempo (Wash-
ing a Negro's face is a waste of time and of water). 19

13. Eso es como quien lava la cabeza de un negro (That is like

washing a Negro's head). 20

14. Malos son los negros; pero peor es no tenerlos (Blacks are

bad, but not having them is worse). 21

15. Es cosa perdida, como traer negros en vendimia (It is use-

less, like employing Negroes to harvest grapes). 22

16. Es nunca acabar, enviar negros a vendimiar (It is never to

finish, to send Negroes to gather grapes). 23

17. £ Fantasia tiene la negra, con tanta jeta? (Is the Negro wom-
an vain, with those thick lips?) 24

18. Fantasia de negro (A Negro's vanity). People say fantasia

de negro because Negroes are fond of walking about all spruced up,

although any trinket will do to satisfy them, and upon being re-

garded with favor they become very conceited. 25

19. Con mas dijes que una negra (More gaudily decked out

than a Negro woman). It is applied to any person who goes about
in all her finery, comparing her with Negro women, who are exceed-

ingly fond of loading themselves down with trinkets and gewgaws. 26

20. No hay negra que mal no huela (There isn't a Negro wom-
an that doesn't smell). 27

21. Ni aunque estudie en Salamanca, se hace la prieta blanca

(Not even by studying at the University of Salamanca can a black

woman make herself white). 2S

22. Prieta que mucho se lava, mas prieta tiene la cara (The
more a black woman washes her face, the blacker it is).

29

17Francisco Rodriguez Marin, 12,600 refranes mds no contenidos en la coleccion

del Maestro Gonzalo Correas ni en Mas de 21,000 refranes castellanos, Madrid.
1930, p. 139.

lsFrancisco Rodriguez Marin, Todavia 10,700 refranes mds no registrados por el

Maestro Correas ni en mis colecciones tituladas Mds de 21,000 refranes, 12,600

refranes mds, y Los 6,666 refranes de mi nltima rebusca, Madrid, 1941, p. 119.

"Rodriguez Marin, 12,600 refranes mds, p. 262.
20Sbarbi, Diccionario, II, p. 134.

-'Rodriguez Marin, Ibid., p. 194.

"Correas, Vocabulario, p. 206.

-"Ibid., p. 209.
24Rodriguez Marin, Mds de 21,000 refranes, p. 204.
2r'Sebastian de Covarrubias Orozco, Tesoro de la lengua castellana o espanola,

segun la impresion de 1611. Edicion preparada por Martin de Riquer, Barce-

lona, 1943, p. 584.
2cSbarbi, Diccionario, II, p. 134.
:7Francisco Rodriguez Marin, Los 6666 refranes de mi ultima rebusca, Madrid,
1934, p. 118.

2sRodriguez Marin, 12,600 refranes mds, p. 218.

-"Rodriguez Marin, Todavia 10,700 refranes, p. 240.



23. Negra que se quiere hacer blanca, pierde el tiempo, el

jabon y el agua (The Negro woman who wants to become white,

wastes time, soap and water).30

24. Fue la negra al bano, e tovo que contar un aho (The colored

woman went to the bathhouse and she talked about it for a year). 31

This proverb points out that simple people find much to talk about
in anything, if it is new to them. 32

Judging by these expressions, the average Spaniard has a low
opinion of the Negro. He has belittling nicknames for him; he
considers him noisy; and he places Negroes among several things

that he does not want. He believes Negroes to be vain, poor workers
in certain situations, and so simple that any bauble will do for him
to feel well dressed. That some of these opinions were preserved

without much reflection is evident from the fact he claims that

the Negro has a strong odor, but when he sees him bathing or

washing his face he feels that the purpose is to make himself white

and, therefore, that it is a waste of time. It is not surprising that

the common people of Spain speak this way about Negroes since

in their proverbs they speak in a similar manner about practically

everyone else. Thus, one can find among their traditional sayings

insulting remarks about the English, the French and the Portuguese;

about Moors and Jews; about the inhabitants of the various regions

of Spain (Galicians, Asturians, Castilians, Andalucians), and so

on. 33 What we may consider surprising and out of the ordinary

with regard to the Negro is that one can also find the opposite view

among these expressions. One can find it in spite of the fact that

many of the Africans that the Spaniards saw were slaves who oc-

cupied the lowest position in the social scale.

30Rodrigiiez Marin, 12,600 refranes mas, p. 217.

31Inigo L6pez de Mendoza, Obras de Don Inigo Lopez de Mendoza, edited by

Jose Amador de los Rios, Madrid, 1852, p. 512.

32Sbarbi, Diccionario, II, p. 134.

33The following are a few examples:

a. Todo ingles pariente del Draque es (Every Englishman is a blood relative

of (Sir Francis) Drake). — Rodriguez Marin, Todavia 10,700 refranes, p. 294.

b. Mas borracho que un fiances (More drunk than a Frenchman). —Alganos
refranes, modismos y cantares geogrdficos empleados en Espaiia por Gabriel
Maria Vergara Martin, Madrid, 1931, p. 20.

c. Hinchado como un portugues (Puffed up like a Portuguese). — Correas,

Vocabulario, p. 594.

d. Al judio datle un palmo, e tomara cuatro (Give the Jew an inch and he'll

take four.) — Obras de Inigo Lopez de Mendoza, p. 506.

e. La golondrina para atravesar las Castillas necesita llevar con ella su

provicion de mano (To cross the Castiles, a swallow must carry along its

own food). — Gabriel Maria Vergara Martin, Cardcter y cualidades de los

habitantes de las diferentes regiones espanolas segun sus cantares y frases

populares empleados acerca de ellos, Madrid, 1931, pp. 12-13.

f. Al andaluz, hazle la cruz; si es sevillano, con la una y otra mano; si es

cordobes, con las manos y los pies (Cross yourself when you see an
Andalucian; if he is from Seville, do it with each hand; if he is from
C6rdoba, do it with your hands and also your feet). — Ibid., p. 18.

g. Hijos de Madrid, uno bueno entre mil (Among the sons of Madrid, one
in a thousand is good). — Ibid., p. 21.

9



Let us consider now the proverbs and proverbial expressions

where we find this opposite view. Each of these expressions is fol-

lowed by a translation in parentheses and then, if available, by a

translation of the explanatory remarks of the collector.

1. Aunque somo negro, hombre somo, alma tenemo (Though
black, we are men and we have souls). 34 One says this to criticize

those who scorn to associate with others and to admit them. 35

2. Aunque negros, gente somos (Though black, we are people).

No one is to be scorned or slighted no matter how humble or low
he may be. 36

3. Todos somos negros, y no nos entendemos (We are all

Negroes, and we cannot hear each other). 37

4. Negro de bianco denton y bianco de neguijon (The Negro
with white teeth and the white man with caries). These are the

words of a Negro who boasts of having white teeth and points out

to the white man that his are bad and have caries. It means that

there isn't anyone no matter how downcast he may be that does

not have something he can be proud of nor anyone so happy that

he does not have something which troubles him, and it means
further that even the vilest things have some use and even the best

things have some defects. 38

5. — Yo no te entiendo, negro. — Ni yo a ti, sehor ("I don't

understand you, black man." "Nor I you, master.") 39

6. Razon tiene el negro de no echar agua con tres asnos (The
Negro is right in not pouring water with three donkeys).40

7. A oscuras, todo es negro (In the dark, everything is black). 41

8. Negro es el carbonero; pero bianco su dinero (The coal

dealer is black, but his money is white). 42

9. No son todos negros los que van a la vendimia (Those who
go out to gather grapes aren't all Negroes). 43

According to these examples, the ordinary Spaniard realized that

Negroes were not the only ones who made a lot of noise and, if it

was useless to employ them to harvest grapes,44 that they were not

the only ones since others too went out to gather them. He noticed

the excellent quality of Negroes' teeth; he was aware of the fact

that some Negroes could have as much difficulty understanding

34Hernan Nunez, Refranes, I, p. 146.
S5Correas, Vocabulario, p. 73.
3GCovarrubias, Tesoro, p. 826.
37Correas, Vocabulario, p. 483. Another saying in this volume goes like this:

"Somos griegos, y no nos entendemos" (We are Greeks and cannot hear each
other). The author explains it by saying that people say that when there is

much noise and uproar. — Ibid., p. 465.
wIbid., p. 333.
30Ibid., p. 516.
i0lbid., p. 433.

"Rodriguez Marin, Todavia 10,700 refranes mas, p. 32.
4-Rodriguez Marin, Refranes castellanos, p. 318.
43Correas, Vocabulario, p. 363.
44See on Page 8, Examples 15 and 16.
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their masters as the latter in understanding them, and he also saw
that the Negro's color did not show on his money. Lastly, he felt

that no matter how humble a person may be, he should not be
scorned or slighted.

In addition to the expressions listed so far which tend either to

belittle or to defend the Negro, the common people of Spain have

among their traditional sayings some in which they use experiences

of the Negro or statements attributed to him in order to express

general ideas having nothing to do with the Negro per se. Then
there are others in which they make observations about the Negro
which because of their objective nature do not fall in either of the

previous categories. The following popular sayings belong in this

class:

1

.

El pade nego, la made nega, y la nina banca, aqui hay tlampa

(The father black, the mother black, and the child light, something

queer is going on here). This is what a Negro said at the sight of

the child borne by his wife.45

2. Sacar lo que el negro del sermon (To derive what the Negro

got out of the sermon). It means not to derive any benefit from the

thing that was undertaken; it means to have wasted time. The
allusion is, no doubt, to the experience of some Negro recently

brought over from Africa who went to hear a sermon and came
but feeling disgusted, not having understood a single word. For

that reason people sometimes add the phrase, "A hot head and

cold feet." 46

3. jMira que verguenza, llevar cabalgando! (What an embar-

rassing situation: me riding horseback!) These are the words of a

Negro who was being taken out to be lashed.47

4. — Esa mi pasa, esa mi higo, esa mi pan branquillo. ("Those

are my raisins; those are my figs; that is my white bread!") A Negro
woman was ill and feeling low when her lover asked her, "Do you
want raisins?" "No," she said. "Do you want figs?" "No." "Do you
want white bread?" "No." "Well, then, have me!" he said. To which
she replied, "Those are my raisins; those are my figs; that is my
white bread!" The phrase is suited for pointing out what one
prefers over what one doesn't want. 48

5. Cativo no poder mas (A captive can do no more). Negroes

and slaves say this to apologize for not being able to do more or

for not assisting their acquaintances. 49

6. Azota, que tu carne azotas (Whip on, you are beating your

own flesh). This is the remark of a Negro whom his master was
whipping in Toledo, Spain. 50

45Rodriguez Marin, Mas de 21,000 refranes, p. 166.
4CSbarbi, Diccionario, II, p. 135.

"Rodriguez Marin, Mas de 21,000 refranes, p. 308.
48Correas, Vocabulario, p. 204.
i9Ibid., p. 111.

""Ibid., p. 76.
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7. — £Por que no quiere el negrito pan? — Polque non dan.
("Why doesn't the little black boy want bread?" "Because they don't

give it to him.") 51

8. Alquile una blanca de negros (Go and hire yourself a pen-

ney's worth of Negroes). A remark addressed to bossy people. 52

9. Trabajar como un negro o como negros (To work like a

Negro or like Negroes). It means to work arduously without rest,

like Negro slaves. 53

10. Tratole como a un negro, como zapato viejo (He treated

him as he would a Negro, as he would an old shoe). 54

11. Antruejo, buen santo; pascua, no tanto (Carnival is a good
saint; Easter isn't so good). This is a Negro saying and has to do
with the amount of food to eat. 55

12. Cuando el negro encanece, ya tiene mas de siete dieces

(When a Negro's hair turns gray, he is already over seventy.) 56

13. Negro de cien ahos, aiin no esta cano (A Negro one hun-
dred years old isn't gray haired at all). 57

14. Ya la negra es vuestra (Now the black woman is yours). 58

15. Como a la negra el afeite (Like make-up on a colored

woman). Lope de Rueda, the foremost early Spanish dramatist, uses

this phrase when he says, "I believe indeed that they will look well

on you, like make-up on a colored woman." 59

16. A moro negro, capil, o capirote, o capuchon Colorado (For

a black Moor, a red hood). It indicates in a jocular sort of way that

red looks well on dark persons.60

17. Yo me era negra y vistieronme de verde (I was black and
they dressed me in green). It scolds those who, endeavoring to make
things better, make them worse by going about it improperly or

who make something more noticeable while trying to conceal it.
61

The common belief is that green does not enhance beauty, especially

in dark skinned individuals.62

18. Callar como negra en bano (Keeping quiet, like a Negro
woman in a bathhouse.) 63 This is said about the person who dis-

sembles and remains quiet, not replying to words that might offend.

It was born from the fact that, in the warm regions where there are

public baths, these baths are dark and don't have any light. If a

Negro woman enters the ladies' bathhouse, she does not answer

"Rodriguez Marin, 12,600 refranes mas, p. 259.
52Correas, Vocabulario, p. 37.
63Sbarbi, Diccionario, II, p. 135.
5,Cejador, Tesoro, Vol. 3, p. 331.

^Sbarbi, Diccionario, II, p. 134.
5CRodriguez Marin, Refranes castellanos, p. 90.

"Rodriguez Marin, Los 6666 refranes, p. 113.
ESRodriguez Marin, 12,600 refranes mas, p 337.
MQuoted by Julio Cejador in Tesoro, Vol. 3, p. 328.
G0Correas, Vocabulario, p. 60.
filSbarbi, Diccionario, II, p. 134.

^-Correas, Vocabulario, p. 515.

™Obras de Iiiigo Lopez de Mendoza, p. 509.
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when other women speak to her or ask her a question. She remains
quiet lest they push her out ignominiously on finding out who she
is, or lest they make fun of her or insult her with such a remark
as "Why does the Negro woman go to the bathhouse, if she cannot
become white?" 64

Judging from evidence in these various types of proverbs and
proverbial expressions, the following general observations are in

order:

1. With regard to the language spoken by the Negroes, it is

clear that the Spanish spoken by some of them was very poor, that

others spoke the language fairly well and that still others spoke it

perfectly. This is natural, for among the Negroes carried to the

Iberian Peninsula there were men, women and children, 65 and it

is proper to assume that the children learned to speak Spanish

more correctly than the men or the women.
2. The tendency among some individuals to be critical of the

Negro as a racial group does not date from the introduction of

Negro slavery into the Americas because there are proverbial ex-

pressions which predate that event in which such a tendency ap-

pears. We find it in such a saying as "The colored woman went to

the bathhouse and talked about it for a year" 66 and in the reasons

for the existence of such an expression as "Keeping quiet, like a

Negro woman in a bathhouse." 67 These two are found among the

popular sayings collected by Ihigo Lopez de Mendoza, Marques de

Santillana, whose dates are 1398-1458. 68 These sayings, therefore,

had become traditional long before the first slaves reached the

Western Hemisphere.

3. The fact that many of these expressions have to do with

personal hygiene, that is, with bathing and the cleansing of the

body, suggests that the public bathhouse was one of the places

where the ordinary Spaniard came frequently into contact with

Negroes.

4. In one of the sayings listed there is a reference to the Negro's

lips, two others point out that he becomes gray haired very late in

life, according to others he is noisy, vain and a poor worker on
occasion. It is interesting to note that nothing is said as to the

texture of his hair, as to the shape of his nose, as to his dancing or

his singing. Since these expressions are silent with regard to these

matters, it appears that the Negroes taken to Spain belonged to

racial strains which did not stand out in these respects.

5. It is evident from the sayings examined that some Spaniards

were prejudiced, but it is also evident that others were not and that

these did not hesitate to say so.

i4Covarrubias, Tesoro, p. 191.
!5Eannes de Azurara, Chronica do descobrimento e conquiste de Guine, Paris,

1841, pp. 132-135.
iGSee Page 9, No. 24.
iTSee Page 12, No. 18.
BAngel Valbuena Prat, Historia de la literatura espanola, Segunda edicion,

Barcelona, 1946, Vol. I, p. 256.
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Early Anglican Seeds in Colonial

America
Alonzo Theodore Stephens

The English North American colonists as they were called up
to 1775 were children of two continents. Colonization could proceed

only in terms of the patterns to which Englishmen were accustomed.

Therefore, the permanent settlements begun under the English

government were of the familiar corporate structure.

From early beginning in England the land had belonged to the

King, a feudal concept brought to England from the Continent.

English law specified that any land which fell into disuse or was oth-

erwise unoccupied was repossessed by the King; that is to say, it was

Crown Land, or Terra Regis, as the legal phrase ran. 1 The king

could therefore dispose of this land in any way he saw fit.

In 1606, James I, King of England, 1603-1625, the first Stuart

ruler of England and proposer and authorizer of the King James
Bible of 1604, granted to two incorporated companies the exclusive

right to colonize and trade in the vast area called Virginia. The
Virginia Company of London had the southern part; the Plymouth
Company of London had the northern part. Each company ap-

pointed the resident council vested with sole governing powers in

its colony; but a royal council in London composed in good part

of the members of both companies controlled these local councils

as well as political matters in general.2

Some of the nation's most prominent men guided the destiny

of these two companies. Chief among these were Sir Thomas Smith, 3

leading merchant prince and executive of the East India Company;
Puritan sympathizer Robert Rich (Second Earl of Warwick); 4 Sir

Edwyn Sandys, 5 the scholar in religion and politics, and leader in

the House of Commons against the royal prerogatives and mono-
polies. These and the other leaders not mentioned contributed

relatively little to the actual growth of the settlements, but few

men of importance in business, politics, religion and learning were

absent from the list of subscribers.

Earlier attempts had been made to effect a settlement in the

New World by the English. Three transports chartered for the

purpose of establishing the Colony of Raleigh, in Virginia, set sail

from Portsmouth on Friday, the 8th of May, 1587, the day follow-

^John S. Bassett, "The Constitutional Beginning of North Carolina, 1663-1729."

in The Johns Hopkins Studies in Historical and Political Sciences (Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins Press, 1894), XII, 113.

-Joseph Dorfman, The Economic Mind in American Civilization 1606-1865 (New
York: The Viking Press, 1946), I, 14.

Hbid., 15.

*Ibid.
5lbid.
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ing the Feast of Ascension. 6 Here it is shown that religion played

a significant part in the undertaking. In the charter given by the

Proprietor, Sir Walter Raleigh, to the adventurers, there is mention
of a donation in the sum of "one hundred pounds sterling to be
invested by them as they pleased, the profits of the venture to be
applied in planting the Christian religion, and advancing the

same." 7 This is the first factual reference found of a gift for the

evangelism of inhabitants found on American shores by English-

men. This was the second venture to settle permanently in Virginia;

the first ended in deep disappointment.

By the beginning of the seventeenth century it was quite evident

to thoughtful men that England needed room for further growth.

Colonization was thought by many to be the only means of obtain-

ing permanent relief from the pressing political and economic
dangers of pauperism and the pressure of religious domination.

The colonies established under the charters granted by the King
were naturally under his control because it was an accepted idea

that land in England and under the English flag was owned by the

Crown. The royal instructions sent out with the first colonists to

Virginia stipulated that the Church of England and the King's

supremacy must be maintained, but the president of the council

must not be in holy orders.

Therefore, the thesis that religion, or the belief in or the exten-

sion of a particular sect, was the chief cause for migrating to the

new world is not tenable. However, the settlements which began
with the colonization of Jamestown in Virginia were due in part to

and in accordance with the religious beliefs and practices which
were then in vogue in England.

On the first voyage to Virginia the adventurers left fifteen men
to hold the claim which had been made for England. This charge

was given in order to make a settlement and prepare for a larger

group which was to come from England. An Indian, Chief Mantee,

was taken to England in order to safeguard the lives of those left

in Virginia, for he served as a hostage and also as the first ambas-

sador from the New World to England. In spite of this action and
the fact that "on the 13th of August the faithful Mantee was ad-

mitted to Christ's Church by holy baptism," 8 the bargain was not

kept, for on the second voyage it was found that the first attempted

settlement was destroyed.

The administration of the sacrament had been provided for by

Raleigh and in accordance with the proprietor's will, Mantee, the

neophyte, was made Lord Roanoke and Dasmonguepeck in recogni-

tion of his faithful and untiring service.9 This act of christening

6William Stephen Perry, The History of the American Episcopal Church, 1587-

1885 (Boston: James R. Osgood and Company, 1885), I, 18.

7Perry, The History of the American Episcopal Church, 18.
sDood, The Old South, 16-26.

Hbid.
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took place on the ninth Sunday after Trinity. 10 On the following

Sunday, Virginia, daughter of Ananias and Eleanor Dare, and
granddaughter of Governor White, was christened. She was the first

Christian born in a part of Virginia Colony, now North Carolina. 11

The above examples conclusively show that the first permanent
white settlers of Virginia having been members of the Established

Church of England, naturally, brought their religious beliefs, prac-

tices and rites to America. The colony was not yet an established

institution and yet the church had in fact been established.

The Susan Constant, the Good-Speed and the Discovery, on
Friday, the 19th of December, 1606, under the command of Captain

Christopher Newport sailed from Blackwall, England for Virginia

in America. Captain Newport was a mariner well experienced and
briefed on the geography of North America. Among those on board

was one Robert Hunt who was coming to America on a church

mission.

After a long and tedious voyage the ships entered the magnifi-

cent bay of the Chesapeake on the third Sunday after Easter, 26

April 1607. 12 On Wednesday, the 13th of May, the peninsula of

JamestoAvn was determined as the place of settlement. 13 The site

chosen was about 50 miles above the mouth of the river. Here the

settlers disembarked and selected Edward-Maria Wingfield as their

first president.

These Englishmen did not fail to have religious service. On 24

May, Whit-Sunday, these Christians invited Powhatan to join them
in service and in the evening they raised a cross upon the soil near

the mouth of the falls with the inscription "LACO-BOSEREX,
1607," 14 with Newport's name inscribed below. The Reverend Mr.

Robert Hunt accompanied these settlers as minister. Services were

needed almost immediately, for he was called upon to appease the

animosity of the president of the council and the celebrated Captain

John Smith. His efforts proved successful. Smith was received into

the Council and on 14 May partook, with his rival, of the Sacrament

of the Lord's Supper which was then administered for the first

time in Virginia.15

The Virginia settlement was destined to be a lasting one, if

religion had anything to do with such a permanent endowment, for

under a canvas roof (ship sail) on the third Sunday after Trinity,

™Ibid.

"Dodd, The Old South, 16-26.
12Susan Myra Kingsbury, ed., The Records of the Virginia Company of London
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1935), I, 20. (See also William E.

Dodd, The Old South, (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1937), 16-26.
13Ibid.

"Perry, The History of the American Episcopal Church, 15S7-1SS5, 18; Dodd, op.

cit., 22-23. Also see Arthur Lyon Cross, The Anglican Episcopate and the Ameri-
can Colonies. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1924.

"Francis Lister Hawks, Contributions to the Ecclesiastical History of the United
States of America (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1836), I, 20.
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21 June 1607, the first sacrament was administered. 16 This was only

five weeks after the landing.

On 10 June 1610 Lord De la War arrived in Virginia. 17 With
him came an English chaplain. In 1609 the company in England
had obtained from the King another charter by which the form of

government was in some manner altered and the affairs of the

Colony placed under the direction of certain officers, to be elected

and sent out by the Virginia Company of London.

Under the new Charter, Lord De la War was chosen to be the

first governor of Virginia, 1S an office not previously established in

the colony. This change produced a government with a single

executive. This change also meant that after 1610 the religious

affairs were dictated by the company in England and later by the

English government itself. 19 This was the first revolutionary change

which was to plague the Virginia Colony and the other colonies

which were later established.

The hardships which began in 1607 and the change in the type

of government which came in 1610 are important in this discussion.

The events which are usually recorded in the years 1610 to 1621 are

worth mentioning only with the motive of showing that the Church
of England became an established institution in Virginia, a con-

sideration to be understood when North Carolina was settled. Be-

tween 1619 when the first legislature of Virginia met and 1624, the

Church of England became by law the established Church in

Virginia. The legislature of 1621-22 enacted a law that each clergy-

man should receive from his parishioners 1,500 pounds of tobacco

and 16 barrels of corn. 20 Virginia was the parent colony in America.

North Carolina was governed or affected in the early years by the

laws and customs of this parent colony.

The proprietary colony of Carolina was thus a result of the

method of settlement that first suggested itself to the English

Sovereign. This means that some individual or corporation received

the land it was intending to populate, with the right to administer

the government over the inhabitants who were to settle. The
proprietors took the position of the King in reference to the colony.

16Kingsbury, The Records of the Virginia Company of London, III, 1-6.
17Haws, op. cit., 23.

"Kingsbury, op. cit., Ill, 24-26. The Commission to Lord De la War bears the

date 28 February, 1609.
19Haws, op. cit., 23.
:oWilliam Waller Hening, The Statutes at Large: Being a Collection of the Laws
of Virginia. (Richmond: Samuel Pleasants, 1809-23) I, 1-49. Also 139-161. Sub-
sequent references to Hening's publication will be written as Laivs of Virginia.

For a detailed analysis of early laws and procedures in the Virginia Colony the

following publications are recommended: J. P. Kennedy and H. R. Mcllwaine,
(eds.), Journals of the House of Burgesses of Virginia, 1619-1776, 13 vols. Rich-
mond: The Colonial Press, 1906-1915. Also H. R. Mcllwaine, (ed), Legislature

Journals of the Councils of Colonial Virginia. 3 vols. Richmond: Virginia His-

torical Society, 1918-1919, and H. R. Mcllwaine, ed.), Executive Journals of the

Council of Colonial Virginia, 4 vols. Richmond: Virginia Historical Society,

1925-1930.
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The proprietors who were the authorized agents of the king were
responsible only to him in the administration of the affairs of

the colony.

It is interesting to note that this institution was analogous to

the old county Palatine, by which early Germanic emperors had
held their turbulent frontiers. 21 From the beginning of the colon-

ization in North Carolina there was the authority of the lord of

the manor, exercised either in person or through his steward, who
stood for the land and the land's owner, the lord. The lord had
jurisdiction of the courts and the leet. In this manorial organization

the lord of the land was constituted the lord of the civil affairs of

those who lived on the land. 22

Earlier attempts were made to settle that section in America
now called North Carolina, but none was successful. Years after Sir

Walter Raleigh's expedition failed, the first charter for Carolina

was issued to Sir Robert Heath on 30 October 1629. By this grant

Charles I of England conveyed to this Attorney-General, Heath,

the land between 31 degrees and 36 degrees of North latitude "to

have, exercise, use and enjoy in like manner as any Bishop of Durham
within the Bishopric or County Palatine of Durham in our king-

dom." 23 Sir Robert Heath did not set up his colony and so the

affairs of the south part of Virginia were left to the supervision of

the Governor of Virginia.

In 1650 a description of the fertile Carolina was given by E. W.
Gent, who produced a letter in Parliament written by Edward
Williams. Williams urged the leaders in England to parallel or

transcend that Roman greatness by dispersing colonies in all angles

of the Empire. His reasons stated briefly are as follows:

Rid England of undesirable persons who economically could not

provide for themselves; provide employment for men who were
not protected by practice of primogeniture; Rid the state of

England of surplus men thus equalizing the ratio of men and
women; Help to build up Navy and Navy personnel; Supply
England with raw materials and make her an export nation;

Supply England with needed foodstuffs, fish and minerals; Pro-

vide England with land to pay discharged soldiers and sailors;

Provide additional revenue for England and the members of

Parliament. 24

Meanwhile a civil war was raging in England. The government
in Virginia remained faithful to the Crown and won by its loyalty

the name of the "Old Dominion." After the death of his father,

"Hening, Laws of Virginia, I, 113-114. Also see R. F. Walker, Colonial Record of

Virginia. Richmond: Clemmitt and Jones Printers, 1874.

-Hbid., 116.

"Samuel A'Court Ashe, History of North Carolina (Greensboro: Charles L. Van
Happen 1925), I, 50.

"Edward Williams, "Virginia! More Especially the South Part Thereof, Latitude
fr 31 to 27 Degrees," Tracts and Other Papers (Collected by Peter Force) III,

(New York: Peter Smith 1947), 17. (This document is subsequently referred to

as Peter Force Tracts.)
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Charles II, then in exile, transmitted to Sir William Berkeley, who
had been the royal governor of Virginia for a decade, a new com-

mission confirming his authority.

A formal treaty between the English government and the Colony

of Virginia was agreed to in 1652 and it secured to Virginia almost

complete independence. The assembly obtained the right of select-

ing all the officers of the colony, including the governor, who had

formally been appointed by the Crown. 25 Thus between 1652 and

the Restoration in 1660, Virginia enjoyed a republican form of

government.

Ashe in writing about the Virginia situation reports:

Indeed Virginia has the distinction of having been the first

community in the World whose government was organized on
the principles of manhood suffrage, where all freeman, without
exception, had an equal voice in government. . . .

26

During this decade immediately preceding the granting of the

charters for North Carolina in 1663 and 1665, the population in-

creased in the territory north of the Albemarle Sound and tenants

were charged the same quit-rent as those who lived in the Virginia

colony. William Berkeley was now serving as governor at the will

of the Virginians, having been elected governor by the general

assembly.

The Civil War resulted in many changes in England. Oliver

Cromwell at first was proclaimed head of the government to be
later succeeded by his son, Richard Cromwell. The fact to be noted

here is that the Civil War ended in 1660 and Charles II then be-

came the true and recognized ruler of the State. Meanwhile, the

Church of England was becoming a fixed institution in Virginia. 27

On 23 March 1661-62 the Grand Assembly held at James City

(Jamestown) proclaimed, from the Act of 19 March 1660-61 the

29th day of May, a holy day to commemorate the restoration of

Charles II. 28 This proclamation was given with the assumption that

the majority ruled in Virginia.

Since God of his mercy hath bin (sic) pleased to restore our late

distracted kingdomes (sic) to peace and unity and his late dis-

tressed majestie (sic) to the throne of his royall (sic) ancestors.

Be it enacted that in testimony of our thankfulness and joy, the

twenty-ninth of May the day of his majesties' birth and happy
restoration be annually celebrated as an holy day. 29

!5Ashe, op. cit., 56.

'"Ibid.
l7For a vivid description of the problems in instituting and establishing the

Anglican Church in Colonial America and the influence of the Civil War of

England on the American peoples the following publication is suggested. W. D.
McCray, (ed.), The History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England Begun
in the Year 1641 by Edward, Earl of Clarendon, 4 vols, Oxford: At the Claren-
don Press, 1937.

:sHening, Laws of Virginia, II, 41. (See also pp. 24, 25).

*Ibid.
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The above statement was an acknowledgment of the fact that

the Church of England was the Established Church. There were

already dissenters in Virginia, but they were in the minority. After

1665 Quakers, Presbyterians and other dissenting groups migrating

to the colonies in ever increasing numbers threatened the rule and
dominance of the Anglican Church. By 1750 the hegemony of the

autocratic Anglican Church was broken and the colonies gradually

grew stronger and democratic, but the English colonies realized full

religious freedom only after the end of the American Revolution.
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Pilot Study on a Non-Credit

Adult Education Program
in Chatham County

Evanel R. Terrell

Programs in adult education have been current in Chatham
County since 1910 when the first informal night school was organ-

ized. In 1928 the first formal adult day classes were organized by

the Savannah Vocational School.

Three factors played a pre-eminent role in the initiation of a

non-credit home economics adult education course at Savannah
State College. Interest in the many phases of home economics had
been expressed by women living in the surrounding community
who were either working or had worked at the college at some time.

Their hope was to be able to learn some of the skills for better

living. During this period Hammond Hall, the home economics

building, was completely renovated and redecorated making the

facilities both attractive and functional for varied type programs.

A drop in the Division enrollment during an interim period of

reorganization invited the third reason for opening our doors to

citizens in the community who had a desire to start or continue

their education in certain specific fields. The home economics staff

felt that this venture would be an opportunity for the broadest

possible type of professional interpretation and promotion and
further, the Division of Home Economics would be meeting the

challenge of higher education by fostering free education for all

in a democratic society.

Higher education will not play its special role in American
Democracy and in international affairs successfully unless it assumes

the responsibility for a program of adult education reaching far

beyond the campus and classroom. 1

Because of the general reticence of the adult community to use

the College facilities, the plan of direct contact was thought ad-

visable to acquaint everyone with the program. Additionally oppor-

tunity would be afforded not only to sell the college but cement

beginning college friendships. Visits were made to all community
churches, local industries and businesses such as shrimp factories,

and laundries and followed up by personal contact in the homes of

key community leaders.

To find out the diversified interests, the following questionnaire

was prepared and personally given to each woman for checking.

President's Commission on Higher Education, Higher Education for American
Democracy, Vol. 1, "Establishing Goals" Washington, D. C, U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1947, p. 100.
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INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE

INFORMATION, PLEASE!

WE NEED YOUR ADVICE. The Division of Home Economics
at Savannah State College has decided that one of the important

new services it can offer to its members, and others, is a streamlined

program of informal adult education. We want to offer those sub-

jects which you — and people like you — will want to take. Will you
let us know your desires, by checking the blanks below. (Check the

column that most nearly reflects the way you feel.) Then, will you
place this sheet in the postage-paid envelope enclosed and mail it

right back to us? Thanks.

HOME and FAMILY Good Am Would
IMPROVEMENT Idea Interested Enroll

1. Food Preparation

2. Art in the Home
3. Dressmaking and Tailoring

4. Furniture Repair

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

5. Public Speaking

6. Sex and Marriage

7. Psychology and Personality

8. Getting along with Others

9. The Science of Health

10. Other:

HOBBIES and LEISURE-TIME
LIVING

11. Photography for Amateurs .

12. Home Movies .

13. Stamp and Coin Collecting

14. Getting More Out of Music

15. Enjoyment of Literature

16. Painting as a Hobby .

17. Other:

Most convenient time for you: 5-7 ;
7-9

;

Name Address

A period of two weeks was allowed before collections were made.

Interest groups fell into 5 classes-Bible study,* reading,* food

preparation, dress making and tailoring and art in the home.

*Not listed on questionnaire but personally mentioned by prospective students.
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The literature was checked with reference to length of time for

classes and period of attendance. To begin it was felt that classes

should run 4 hours per week for a period of eight weeks. Provisions

were made to accommodate all persons desiring to attend classes.

Four nights per week were set aside-class groups attending from
7-9 p.m. on alternate nights, Tuesday and Thursday or Monday
and Wednesdays.

A class of 78 assembled September 1954 for the first class. Bible

study and reading were dropped for lack of sufficient numbers.

A report of the Savannah State College adult education program
was included in the Purdue University National survey of non-

credit adult education programs at the university level. 2 Criteria

for participation included

(1) Total college enrollment 1000 or over

(2) A non-credit adult education program reaching beyond the

classroom into the community

The regular college home economics teaching staff assumed extra

night school teaching responsibility with no additional salary. In-

creased cost of operation was underwritten by the home economics

budget.

Overall objectives were made to cover goals

(1) Prepare students for vocational advancement

(2) Help develop new interests for self improvement

(3) Help students find diversion in semi-educational recreation

(4) Help students to learn basic skills and techniques in their

areas of interest

(5) Provide satisfying experiences through graded projects

To offer maximum encouragement to all adult participants,

graded proficiency certificates were set up for a 1, 2, 3, or 4 year

attendance. These tangible indications of achievement wTere to be

given at the close of the year. Such a plan allowed students a definite

period of achievement if termination had to occur before they

reached their point of personal accomplishment.

A general questionnaire wras issued to each adult at the end of

the two year period to evaluate the success of the informal methods
and variety of educational practices. We were anxious to see

whether or not the program had lived up to one of the deepest

roots of American education — that of stressing the relationship of

living and learning.

2Studies in Higher Education, Non-Credit Adult Education at the University

Level — Purdue Division of Education. Reference (Lafayette, Indiana). April

1958, no. LXXXVIII.
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DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS
SAVANNAH STATE COLLEGE

SAVANNAH, GEORGIA

Adult Education Comment Sheet

Spring Quarter, 1956

The Division of Home Economics has enjoyed having you as

a student for the past two years. We would like to have some of

your personal comments about what you have been doing and what
you would like to do.

I. What did you want to learn when you started in the night

school classes?

II. What have you learned since you have been attending

classes?

III. What are some other skills you would like to learn?

IV. How do you think we can reach more women in our com-
munity?

A tabulation of questionnaire answers showed that each adult re-

expressed her definite interest goals, level of achievement and re-

quested further opportunity to either continue with the present

class or reach new experience satisfactions in a second class.

An analysis of the enrollment of adults over the past 4 years

shows the following figures

TABLE I

Enrollment in Adult Education at Savannah State College

Years Fall Winter Spring

1954-1955 78 63 72
1955-1956 87 75 72
1956-1957 88 73 80
1957-1958 72 68 42

The general pattern shows that there is general stabilization

with enrollment greatest in the fall. However, the substantial drop

in enrollment during the present school year is consistent with the

over-all college enrollment figures. Investigation revealed that en-

rollment drops during the winter months when pooled transporta-

tion is intermittent. Bus transportation to Savannah State College is

infrequent after 8 p.m. Most of the adults belong to the 80% of

Negro women who must work away from home to support their

families and, therefore, they feel obligated to be at home no later

than 9:30 p.m. A number of adults had to drop out because of

family illness and death.

The 182 students enrolled in the informal program at Savannah
State College during the 1957-1958 school year were not a part of

the 5,195 students enrolled in the formal adult education program
sponsored for Negro and white students by the Savannah Vocational

School. A hundred and twenty-eight hours, the equivalent of con-
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tinuous attendance for one year (4 hours per week, 8 weeks per
quarter), is the minimum requirement for a graded proficiency cer-

tificate for the College informal program. The number of hours

required for the formal vocational program certificate is approx-
imately 500 hours over a 3-year attendance.

The distribution of students among the 5,195 enrollment figures

showed that there were 3,438 white students and 1,757 Negro stu-

dents. Classes were offered in vocational agriculture, vocational

office training, evening trade extension, distributive education,

homemaking, practical nursing, fire school, and an area trade school. 3

Of particular interest to us was the total number of women
enrolled in the two home-making programs which are developed

with more or less emphasis on vocational needs and personal and
community improvement problems. For the year 1957-1958, the

number of Negro women attending the Savannah Vocational classes

was 175, the Savannah State College program, 182. For the nominal

registration fee which is charged for either course it is felt that

more women might take advantage of these opportunities.

A comparative enrollment graph would appear as follows:

TABLE II

Comparative Enrollment*

Total White Negro

I? &$ I 65

Enrollment: Total 5,195; White 3,438; Negro 1,757

The college program has appealed to and has been sustained by

adults representing varied professions and a wide difference in

academic training. Accordingly, the educational background of the

enrollees fell into the following categories:

1. No formal education

2. Elementary education only

3. High school education

4. College education

sAnnual Report, Savannah Vocational School, 1957-1958.
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It was interesting to learn that 12 vocational pursuits were

noted among the many enrollees. These included the following:

self-employed, housemaids, housewives, practical nurses, beauticians,

caterers, high school teachers, college teachers, institutional cleaners,

medical clinicians, snack bar operators and factory workers.

Even though class registrations were mixed indiscriminately in

regard to age, educational background and preparation, we found
that achievement levels were on par with interest and personal

drive. According to age levels served, the highest participation was
among those from the 30-45 year-age group. This age distribution

supports similar findings in the Holden 4 study.

The Division of Economics believes that the informal adult

program has fitted into and reached a felt need in the community.
Genuine interest for the increased status felt in the general com-

munity has been successfully represented in the improvement of

the quality of the termination adult education assemblies developed

by the students and the number of persons who attend this cul-

minating exercise. Representation in attendance includes a respect-

able cross-section of the entire College Community — teachers, stu-

dents and laymen.

A record of the class personnel has enabled us to get a picture

of whom we serve and their interests, thereby affording a clearer

basis for redefining goals and developing more dramatically the

adult education program.

It is further believed that the time is ripe to further investigate

sources of adult education program support and subsidy from
grants, scholarships or endowments. This would enable the College

to divide the teaching responsibility of keeping the program of

offerings enriched and geared to the needs of the community and
providing a means for keeping a running pulse check on needs for

expanding adult educational opportunities.

"John B. Holden, A Survey of Participation in Adult Education Classes, Adult
Leadership. Vol. 6, No. 10, April 1958, p. 259.
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Student Inclinations as Factors

in Guidance
Maurice S. Stokes

Factors that influence the development of students are numerous
and varied. They include all phases of heredity and environment.

Many counselors develop profiles which emphasize inherent apti-

tudes, achievement ability, special abilities, student interest, tem-

perament, and personality. Although there are accepted views as

to the meaning of the above terms, there is no concensus of opinion

as to their exact meaning. In fact, such a term as temperament is

sometimes denied admittance in scientific and intellectual language.

In one way or another the concepts mentioned are used in per-

sonnel services. The vast majority of colleges and universities are

committed to a philosophy in which provisions are made for needs

and intellectual development.

Student Interest

When the factors previously mentioned are considered, there is

much discussion concerning the weight and value that should be

given student interest, desires, urges, and needs. Different methods
are used for understanding these factors. Strong, in discussing in-

terest as related to acceptance, rejection, or pleasantness, and un-

pleasantness says: 1

First, if a student has sufficient interest to elect a college

course, his grade will depend more on his intelligence, industry,

and previous preparation than his own interest. . . . Second,

interest affects the situation in causing the student to elect what
he is interested in and to avoid courses in which he is not
interested.

It could be that this statement indicates that "Interest and abilities

seem to be independent variables, each one contributing its own
quota to ultimate success." 2 It is usually thought that interests are

well developed by the age of 14 years; college freshmen usually,

at least verbally, express a vocational choice in over 80 percent of

the instances. This does not deny the fact that there is much shift-

ing of occupational choice. Reading appears to be an area where

there is an enormous amount of material available about the in-

terest and habits of both children and adults.

^lilton L. Blum, and Benjamin Balinsky, Counseling and Psychology: Vocational

Psychology and Its Relation to Educational and Personnel Counseling, New
York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1951, p. 381.

Hbid.
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Procedure Used

Students were asked to complete a Guidance Form, which was
a combination personal data, a rating scale, and a questionnaire.

In the principal experiment of 52 counselees, the Guidance Forms
were administered individually during a counseling interview. This
permitted questions to be asked and suggestions to be made for

clarification purposes. Nine occupations were listed with several

spaces for additions to be made. Other occupations were usually

mentioned. The counselee was to rank the first five occupational

choice. Tabulations were started in the 1954-1955 school year, and
extended through 1955-1956, 1956-1957, 1957-1958 with the number
of counselees being 15, 16, 15, and 6 for each year respectively. For
the last year, only those counseled at the beginning of the year

were used. The number was limited in size to permit concentration

on a highly selected group.

Because of the limited number used in the principal experiment,

the results were tabulated from two other experiments in order to

secure a representative sampling. In the first, 106 Freshman Student

Weekly Schedules were used; this unpublished study was made in

1950. For the second, 20 student teachers were given the same
Guidance Form. A comparison of these different samples will in-

crease the reliability of the data presented in this article.

Interpretation of Data Presented

Fifty of the 52 education majors selected teaching as their first

choice for an occupation. Next, the preferences were given in the

following order for an artist, beautician, stenographer, nurse,

physician, and civil engineer. This is indicated in Table I. The
rank of preference or the total pattern is practically the same for

each choice, but there are minor exceptions such as, an artist ranks

second for the total pattern of choices, but a weak third as a second

choice. For a second choice the beautician ranked first, that is next

to teaching, but third on the total pattern.

TABLE I

Occupational Choice in the Order Preferred

/ // /// IV V Total Median

Artist 6 10 10 8 34 6.80

Doctor 2 6 2 5 15 3.00

Civil Engineer 2 4 5 11 2.20

Stenographer 11 9 1 5 26 5.20

Carpenter 1 9 1 4 8 1.60

Beautician 16 8 5 1 30 6.00

Teacher 50 2 52 10.40

Minister 1 1 1 4 7 1.40

Mechanic 2 2 2 6 1.20

Nurse 1 4 4 5 2 16 3.20

Social Worker 4 3 2 9 1.80

Sales Clerk 2 1 3 0.60
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Seamstress 1 2 3 0.60

Dietitian 2 1 1 4 0.80

Counselor 1 1 1 3 0.60

Librarian 1 1 2 0.40

Other Occupations 5 15 11 31 6.20

52 52 52 52 52 260 52.40

When the results of Table I are compared with the Freshman
and Student Teacher interest, the pattern is almost identical for

occupational choice. In each experiment there was an obvious in-

dication of similar interest.

The above table indicates the desirability of counselors who
consider all phases of guidance in directing students in the selection

of career opportunities. The possibilities are many and varied.

Student occupational patterns are suggestive of interest and
motivation. Individual choice suggest the urgent need for occupa-

tional information in related areas. An important phase of voca-

tional guidance is providing information about broad patterns.

Table II indicates the immediate interest as related to the more
comprehensive area. Table II follows:

TABLE II

The Rank of Occupational Choice as Related to Interest

Occupation Interest Classification Rank

Teacher Social Service 1

Artist Artistic 2

Beautician Persuasive Artistic 3

Stenographer Clerical 4

Engineer 1

Carpenter
J-

Mechanical Computational 5

Mechanic
J

Nurse
]

Seamstress \ Scientific Social Service 6

Dietitian
J

Physician Scientific 7

Clergyman ) Persuasive Social Service 8
Counselor

)

The interest classification is an adaptation made from the Kuder
Interest Test. 3 Teaching is classified under Social Science, since the

Education Department is usually considered in this division. Other

occupations classified in Table II are self explanatory.

Employment conditions for Negro women in the South are

given in Table III with a comparison being made for the inclina-

tions and desires of Negro College women. Counselors give valuable

-Ibid., pp. 385-386.
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service to students when information is given about the demands
of society as compared with desires. Table III follows:

TABLE III

A Comparison of Occupational Distribution and Inclinations of

Negro Women

. Actual Conditions Inclinations Listed
Occupational ,

Qr Ng Women in This Study
Distribution*

{n the %QUtK 195Q 1953-1951

Professional, technical and
kindred workers .... 6.3 72.0

Managers, officials and
proprietors 1.3 11.5

Clerical and sales workers . . 3.5 11.1

Craftsman, foreman, and
kindred workers .... 0.4 5.4

Operatives and kindred
workers 9.5 0.0

Service workers, private

household 45.4 0.0

Other service workers . . . 18.2 0.0

Non-farm workers .... 1.2 0.0

Total and Farm Workers . . 85.8 100.0

Farmers and Farm Workers . 14.2 00.0

Total 100.0 100.0

The preceding table indicates that desires for entering certain

occupations are much larger than the number actually engaged in

the various occupations. A combination of factors that should be

considered before a student enters a given occupation.

For the choices listed as Professional, Technical, and Kindred
Workers include the artist, physician, teacher, minister, nurse, social

worker, seamstress, dietitian, counselor, and librarian. The actual

percentage for these was 60. If an occupation was only mentioned
in one out of five possible choices it was not tabulated in Table I;

this included such vocations as an announcer, journalist, civil

service worker, musician, Occupational Therapist, and a policeman.

When an allowance is made for the latter the percentage of profes-

sional, Technical, and Kindred Workers choices go up to 72 in-

stead of 60. Since most of those who chose a beautician anticipated

shops of their own, this occupation was classified under managers,

officials and proprietors. Stenographers and sales clerks were con-

sidered Clerical and Sales Workers. Mechanics and carpenters were

classified as Craftsmen, Foremen and Kindred Workers. Aspirations

of the students included nothing below the last named group.

4Eli Ginzberg, The Negro Potential, New York City: Columbia University Press,

1956, p. 28.
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Educational Implications

"What guidance can do should not be overestimated." Nor
should it be considered an exact science that directs an individual

to a precise job. It must not be assumed that the average individual

can be successful in only one type of work; for this reason the entire

pattern of student interest is considered in Table III; and in Table II

related occupations are considered. Since 96% of the students in

this experiment were women, the general pattern of social, artistic,

clerical, and literary interest and goals was satisfactory. Occupation
level interest are similar for business and the professions, while un-

skilled groups have opposite interest.

Dean George W. Works and Professor Simon Lesser have made
a most relevant statement about interest:

It is useless and even mischievous to train youth for a job for

which he has no special aptitude and in which he has no real

interest. 5

Interest of 72% of the counselees as indicated in Table III are

inclined towards Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers.

The percentage represents students who are near the upper 6%
for formal education for the total population. Negro students will

experience more difficulty in entering the professions than white

students but there seems to be a greater demand for Negroes in

the professions such as medicine, law, dentistry, and pharmacy.

There is a larger percentage of the white professional group if made
on the basis of race. The demand for medical, dental, and labora-

tory technicians for the country as a whole is most pronounced.

Another example of the relationship between supply and de-

mand and interest would be the conditions of clerical and sales

workers. The present secondary desire of these prospective teachers

is 3.14 larger than the percentage actually employed. Since clerical

and sales workers have a larger increase in percentage than most
occupations for the decade from 1940 to 1950, the chances for

Negro entrance in these areas are getting greater. Despite the fact

that there was no overt interest in operatives and kindred workers,

this is an area of increasing importance. Although there are many
factors to consider in choosing an occupation, the salaries for many
operatives have exceeded the salaries of a number of those in the

professions in recent years.

Public schools and colleges should arrange their curricula for

the development of good human relations and citizenship as related

to occupations. Basic training which will provide the foundation

for those occupations that are in demand should be provided. Op-
portunities for much exploration that will broaden and deepen

6George A. Works and Simon Lesser, Rural America Today, Its Schools and
Community Life, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1942, p. 102.
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interest are important. The preceeding statements indicate the

following: 6

Vocational guidance given by a reasonably well equipped
person can help a youth materially in choosing his field of work.
By focusing his attention on his own interest and aptitudes, by
giving him a realistic idea of occupational requirements, and
employment possibilities, it lays the ground work for a rational

decision.

Summary

Facts in this study indicate that all phases of guidance should

be considered in counseling students. Student inclinations represent

an important consideration. More attention should be given to the

general occupational pattern, since the average individual may be

successful in more than one type of work. This is very important

since there are not many studies that consider teaching interest as

related to other occupations. The occupational information re-

ceived by prospective teachers will make these studies more effective.

Interest, attitudes, and values have emerging importance in our

society when related to occupations.

'Ibid., p. 101.
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ThePersonnel of theHouse of Representatives

In The Eighty-Fourth Congress, 1955-1957
*

E. K. Williams

This presentation is designed to study the factors of age, party

distribution, prior legislative experience, length of service, and oc-

cupations of the members of the House of Representatives in the

Eighty-Fourth Congress. It is also designed to discover the relation-

ship between the members of both houses of Congress apropos of

these factors.

The basic data with respect to the personnel of the "House"**
were obtained from three sources. 1 The data relative to the members
of the Senate were gathered from a previous study made by the

author. 2 Generally, the writer was able to find sufficient data to

complete this study. Nevertheless, the paucity of information on
the lives of several members of the "House" imposes some limita-

tion on this presentation.

AGE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The factor of age is a significant one in shaping the many

facets of American life. This is particularly true with regards to

the men and women who are expected to legislate nationally and
wisely for the people. In this context, Table I gives an analysis of

the age of the legislators of the lower house who share the legislative

responsibility of the government.

TABLE I

Age of Representatives In the Eighty-Fourth Congress

Age-Decade Number Percent

1 2 3

80-89 4 00.94

70-79 28 06.4

60-69 83 19

50-59 145 33.3

40-49 121 27.8

30-39 54 12.4

Total 435 99.84

*This presentation involves a study of the members of the House of Rep-
resentatives as indicated in the Congressional Directory, 84th Congress, 1st Ses-

sion, March, 1955 and in the Quarterly Almanac, XI, 1955.

**The word, "House" as referred to above and subsequently is used to designate

the House of Representatives as distinct from the Senate.

biographical Director of American Congress, 1774-1949 (U.S. Government Print-

ing Office, 1955); Congressional Quarterly Almanac (Henrietta and Nelson
Poynter, Editors) XI, 1955, pp. 24-25; and Congressional Directory, 84th Con-
gress, 1st Session (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1955).

2E. K. Williams, "A Study of the Personnel of the Senate in the Eighty-Fourth
Congress, 1955-1956," Faculty Research Edition of the Savannah State College

Bulletin, XI, No. 2, 65-71.
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Columns two and three indicate that: (1) one-third of the

members of the "House" fall in the age-group from fifty to fifty-

nine; (2) approximately forty per cent of the members are under
fifty years of age; and, (3) approximately sixty per cent are fifty

years old or older. McKinney's findings relative to the age of the

members of the "House" in the Seventy-seventh Congress compare
favorably with those in this presentation. McKinney maintained
that the average age of the personnel of the "House" in the Seventy-

seventh Congress was fifty-two, and that fifty per cent of the mem-
bers were fifty years old or older. 3

A comparative study of the age of the representatives and
senators of the Eighty-fourth Congress shows that senators are

little older than representatives. Williams found that the median
age of senators in the Eighty-fourth Congress was 57.25 years. 4 The
median age of representatives in this study is 52.94.

Evidence seems to indicate that the members in both houses are

older than men and women who hold responsible positions in non-

governmental service. This raises a question as to the validity and
rationale that permit a society to elect older men for public service

and appoint or select younger men for both governmental and
non-governmental services.

PARTY DISTRIBUTION

Geography and partisan politics have been historically asso-

ciated in American culture from 1787 until now. The ability of

Congress to implement its essential policies and functions with

regards to both domestic and international problems may well be

accelerated or retarded in the geography of politics.

TABLE II

Party Distribution of Representatives by Region and by States

Region Democrats Republicans Total

East North Central 30 57 87
Illinois 12 13 25
Indiana 2 9 11

Michigan 7 11 18

Ohio 6 17 23
Wisconsin 3 7 10

East South Central 28 4 32
Alabama 9

6

6

7

9

9

9
Kentucky . 8

Mississippi

Tennessee
6

9
Middle Atlantic 37 50 87

New Jersery

New York
6

17

8

26
14

43
Pennsylvania 14 16 30

3Madge M. McKinney, "The Personnel of the Seventy-seventh Congress," Ameri-
can Political Science Review, XXXVI, 1942, p. 67.

"Williams, op. cit., p. 67.
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TABLE II-continued

Region

Mountain
Arizona
Colorado
Idaho
Montana
New Mexico
Nevada
Utah
Wyoming

New England
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts

New Hampshire
Rhode Island

Vermon t

Pacific

California

Oregon
Washington

South Atlantic

Delaware
Florida

Georgia
Maryland
North Carolina-
South Carolina-
Virginia

West Virginia

West North Central-

Iowa
Kansas
Minnesota
M issour i

Nebraska
North Dakota —
South Dakota

West South Central-
Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas

Total (U.S.)—

-

Democrats

6

1

2

1

1

1

10

1

7

2

13

11

1

1

53

1

7

10

4

11

6

14

5

9

40
6

8

5

21

231

Republicans Total

9

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

19

6

3

7

2

1

28

19

3

6

7

1

3

1

2

28
8

6

4

2

4

2

2

2

1

1

15

2

4

2

2

2

1

1

1

29
7

3

14

2

2

1

41

30
4

7

60
1

8

10

7

12

6

10

6

42
8

6

9

11

4

2

2

42
6

8

6

22

204 435
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Table II shows that the two major parties have national rep-

resentatives from each of the nine regions. The Republican Party

has a majority of members in the "House" from six of these regions,

and the Democratic Party from three. In the six regions which the

Republican party has a majority, there are 191 Republican rep-

resentatives and 111 Democratic representatives, while in the three

regions which the Democratic Party has a majority, there are 121

Democratic representatives and 13 Republicans.

This study further reveals that there are seven states which have
five or more representatives each and have no Republican members
of the "House," and two states which have five or more represen-

tatives each and have no Democratic members. The Democratic

Party has a majority of representatives from four of the largest

urban centers, while the Republican Party has a majority from
only one of the largest urban centers.

With respect to the party distribution of the senators by regions

and states in the Eighty-fourth Congress, Williams writes: ".
. . In

two regions, East South Central and West South Central, the

Democrats have complete control. The Republicans do not exer-

cise complete control over any of these regions. Only the border

states of Delaware and Maryland, of the South Atlantic region,

elected Republican senators to the Eighty-fourth Congress while

the state of New York elected one Democratic senator from the

Middle Atlantic region." 5 He further comments: ".
. . If the as-

sumption that the two-party system promotes democracy is valid,

then there is an indispensable obligation for Americans to make
the two-party system theory a genuine instrument for furthering

in those states where virtually one party exists." 6

EDUCATION

The formal education of the representatives in the Eighty-fourth

Congress is similar in many respects to that of their fellow-legislators

in the upper house of this Congress. 7 First, the education of the

members of the "House" significantly surpasses that of the general

public. Secondly, approximately half of the members have been

legally trained. Thirdly, nearly all of them have attended or have

graduated from college, university, or a professional school.

Specifically, the data available on 413 members* indicate that

only forty-four or approximately nine per cent of that number have

not attended some form of higher education beyond the high

school. Approximately fifty per cent had graduated or attended

law school as compared with approximately sixty of the senators

in the same Congress. 8

"Ibid., p. 68.
6Loc. cit.

'See Ibid., pp. 68-69.

*No information was available on twenty-two members.
sLoc. cit.
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College training is almost indispensable for leaders in a highly

complexed society of this day. Nevertheless, a college education,

per se, may not prepare one adequately for the specific task of a

legislator. Legal training involves a highly disciplined mind as well

as a vast knowledge of man's social progress and nature but it is

not the whole prerequisite for law-making. Robert Bruce asserts

that: "Lawyers are liable to be poor law-makers because their

mental habit is backward looking. Their whole training has taught

them ever to rely on precedents. They worship the past. This has

its advantages, but among them is not the facility for meeting needs
and anticipating tomorrow." 9

PRIOR LEGISLATIVE EXPERIENCE

Legislative experience in the lower echelon of government ap-

pears not to be the gateway to membership in the House of Rep-
resentatives. Conversely, a majority of the personnel are elected

to Congress for the first time without any legislative experience.

In McKinney's study of the Seventy-seventh Congress, it was found
that only 123 members had served previously in the state legis-

lature. 10

In this study, the data reveal that 108 or 24.87 of the personnel

have served in one or more branches of their respective state legis-

lature and eighteen or 04.13 have served as members of the city

council. Generally, approximately seventy per cent of members of

the "House" in the Eighty-fourth Congress has had no legislative

experience prior to their initial election to this body. This com-

pares unfavorably to the members of the Senate in this Congress

in that forty or approximately forty per cent had legislative experi-

ence in the House of Representatives. 11

LENGTH OF SERVICE

The entire personnel of the "House" is elected to serve for two

years only. Consequently the length of service of the members is

conditioned by the brevity of the term. Table III shows that 57

or 13.10 of the membership began their service in the Eigthy-fourth

Congress. This compares with 9.37 freshman senators of the same

Congress. 12 Moreover, approximately fifty per cent of the "House"

have had less than seven years of service in that body. This raises

a question as to the wisdom and validity of two-year terms for

membership in the lower house of Congress. Young states that:

"The two-year terms for the House of Representatives may also

have a disruptive effect on the legislative process by making the

members continually conscious of the pending elections. . .
." 13

9McKinney, op. cii., p. 70.
wIbid., p. 71.

"Williams, op. tit., p. 69.
t2Ibid., p. 70.

"Roland young, The American Congress (Harper and Brothers) 1958, p. 40.
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TABLE III

LENGTH OF SERVICE

Terms* Served Prior to

Eighty-fourth Congress Number Percent

1 2 3

57 13.10

1 69 15.86

2 55 12.64

3 48 11.03

4 44 10.11

5 24 05.51

6 38 08.73

7 15 03.44

8 25 05.74

9 16 03.67

10 12 02.71

11 11 02.50

11 00.00

12 4 00.90

13 2 00.45

14 5 01.14

15 3 00.68

16 4 00.90

17 00.00

18 1 00.22

19 00.00

20 00.00

21 1 00.22

22 1 00.22

Total 435 98.87

PRIOR OCCUPATIONS

Many occupational segments are represented in the experience

of the members of the "House." However, this study with respect

to prior occupations shows definitely no inclination toward any

form of occupational or professional equilibrium. One or two
major economic interests appear to be overrepresented, many under-

represented, and one or two major occupations with hardly any

significant representation. Accordingly, lawyers have the largest

single group, the farmers and factory workers have just the opposite.

Table IV shows the occupational interest and experience of

the members of the "House." In this respect, politics, law, and
business lead.

*A term is equivalent to two years.
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TABLE IV

PRIOR OCCUPATIONS OF REPRESENTATIVES*

Occupations

Agricu 1 1ure
Business/Banking
Civic Service/Politics

Journalism
Law
Teaching
D(ent), E(ng), M (ed)

Veteran

Percent

11.72

29.17

94.00

07.60

56.33

10.80

02.29

60.00

McKinney's study of the personnel of the Seventy-seventh Con-

gress gives a comparable picture. In this study of occupations, Mc-
Kinney found among other things: 252 lawyers; 71 teachers; 30

newspaper men; 46 farmers; 17 publishers; 57 various types of

business men; 6 authors and 9 physicians and dentists. 14

Our present method of apportioning the members of the

"House" rests solely on a numerical basis. Economic and social

interests have no legal basis. Yet, they are significant aspects of the

fabric of political life. This raises a question as to the adequacy

of the numerical method of apportionment of the personnel of

the lower "House." Perhaps there is a need for a more equitable

method of apportionment which would account for the divergent

economic and social interest of the people. Such a realistic ap-

proach may be one of the most direct paths that lead to genuine

democracy.

*This table shows the number of persons who have had experience listed in

Column 1. See Congressional Almanac, XI, (1955) p. 24.

"McKinney, op. cit., p. 72.
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Suggested Procedures for Stimulating

Reading Instruction in the

School Program

Velma V. Waiters

The procedures for improving reading instruction discussed

here may be considered from the point of view of initial steps in

developing a program of reading on the elementary school level,

or suggested procedures which might be employed to enrich a

program already begun. Further, this information could be used

as criteria to evaluate present practices, and as a guide for more
vigorous and effective action.

ELEMENTS ESSENTIAL IN THE TOTAL
STRUCTURE

In setting the stage for developing a reading program that will

be functional in the light of the needs, interests, and abilities of

the learner, some consideration must be given to these basic factors

such as: recognizing the problem, formulating and understanding

specific purposes, realizing the importance of establishing desirable

working relationships, creating an atmosphere which is stimulating

and challenging where the staff can explore together new ways of

solving old problems. Observing, studying, planning, and eval-

uating must be continuous. Emerging beliefs may be framed into

a statement of philosophy.

When identifying the problems of the learner, contributing

factors must be considered. The home, the school, and the com-

munity are three major ones.

Such questions as these may be asked about each:

Home

What is the economic status of the home?
What kinds of reading materials does the home provide?

Has the child moved from place to place?

School

When did the child enter school?

How many different schools has the child attended?

What have previous intelligence tests revealed as to his capacity

to achieve?

Community

How have various community agencies affected the child?

What influence has modern technology had upon the child's

attitude?
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These and similar questions may be of importance to those who
are interested in planning an effective program of action in a

given situation. In our school we were primarily concerned about

determining the "grass roots" of many revealed and unmet needs of

our children which were believed to have caused them to be retarded

in reading. If we can determine the extent to which various environ-

mental factors affect the growth and development of children, we
can more effectively improve our reading programs.

It was important also, for us to have an understanding of the

general attitude of the community toward the school, and how
these two institutions, home and school — could cooperate more ef-

fectively so as to help our youngsters solve some of their problems.

There was another issue confronting us. Competition was obvi-

ous. It had to be coped with by the school from the standpoint of

• modern technical devices such as the radio, television, automobile,

and others. By talking with our children, we were able to determine

their scope of interest in these devices.

ENRICHING THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

In-service growth and development must be encouraged con-

stantly if scientific analysis is to be made of the child's reading dif-

ficulties and the necessary guidance given.

A desirable audio-visual education program which provides for

a wide variety of usable teaching materials and equipment for

the teacher and the child, utilization of community resources which
serve to enhance the experiences of the learner, the school-com-

munity survey whose findings may be revealing and as a result

followed through and research and travel are desirable practices. Such

practices would improve the instructional program and promote
a greater degree of competence in teachers.

SOME BASIC PRINCIPLES TO BE CONSIDERED

A program begins with a felt need. So, the needs of the retarded

reader must be determined, the specific difficulties diagnosed, and a

functional program planned and gradually put into action.

According to Carter and McGinnis, 1 individuals with disabilities

in reading may be identified by information resulting from the

administration of various tests and by systematic observation of

the child. The teacher should consider simultaneously both sources

of information.

Tests are merely tools to be used by the teacher in determining

useful information such as:

1. The reading level of the child. This is generally stated in

terms of achievement ages, grade scores, or percentiles.

Corner L. J. Carter and Dorothy McGinnis, Learning to Read: A Handbook
for Teachers, McGraw-Hill, 1953, p. 33.
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2. The mental maturity of the child. This is frequently shown
j

by the mental age and the I. Q.

3. The kinds of reading ability and skills which the child has

and/or lacks.

4. Physical factors affecting reading performance such as vision

and audition.

5. Personal and social factors which may be related to reading

achievement.

Typical manifestations of reading disability which are fre-

quently observed in the classroom are:

1. Reading words instead of ideas

2. Guessing and bluffing in reading situations

3. Failing to enjoy reading activities

4. Marked reversal tendencies

5. Unwillingness to guess at meaning of new words

6. Limited rate of reading

7. Alphabet confusions

8. Limited comprehension

9. Inability to recognize words

10. Inability to do satisfactory work

11. Manifestations of emotional and personal deviation.

The alert and understanding teacher will observe the boys and
girls, talk informally with them, make case studies, visit the home
and talk with the parents, and use check lists and cumulative and
anecdotal records. 1 These are a few of the objective devices to be

employed.

When environmental and physical factors which can cause the

learner to be retarded are carefully diagnosed, it is not too dif-

ficult a task to consider the kind of treatment necessary for him.

This may be the point to begin developing a program or enrich or

evaluate one which is already in progress. In the light of this, ef-

fort may be put forth to attain objectives and to follow basic

principles as guides.

Since one of the major functions of the school is to make
reading of greatest value to boys and girls in daily living, if wisely

utilized, principles can be effective in helping to determine a sense

of direction. These2 are only a sampling:

1. The school can make reading a part of the child's daily liv-

ing by making it functional.

Hbid., pp. 168-70.
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2. Adequate reading materials are essential so that every child

in a class may read at his own level and not necessarily at

the grade level in which he is enrolled.

3. Learning to read is a continuous process.

APPROACHES TO BE USED IN DEVELOPING THE
PROGRAM

Teaching children to be skillful readers in the modern school

is in reality guiding them in experiences which are meaningful as

the child acquires and learns to use the reading tool for effective

living.

Since the curriculum is thought of as the sum total of the

child's experiences, teaching children to read can never be con-

sidered apart from all of the experiences of the child. It is a part

of them if it is active rather than passive.

Both learning to read and using the tools of reading are of

themselves an important part of the child's experiences, that is,

if growth in reading is promoted in the light of the whole child.

From the point of view of the administrator, there would be

need to set up agencies for the co-operative study of the adequacy
of the current program and for identifying the changes necessary

either to recover lost ground or to adjust it better to expanding
needs or both.

He needs to make adequate provision for interpreting recent

trends and new developments to the staff as a whole, for helping

teachers of limited preparation bring themselves up to date, and
cultivate a vision of new possibilities among those who follow out-

moded practices. The administrator should secure funds, prepared

personnel, instructional facilities, freedom for staff members to do
essential individual and committee work, and other resources re-

quired in effecting and maintaining needed improvements.

Other jobs are promoting the wise selection or development of

improved curriculum materials and instructional aids for use in

attaining clearly defined goals; providing sympathetic and con-

structive help to teachers in their effort to improve the efficiency of

classroom activities and in evaluating of the results attained; inter-

preting to the public recent changes in the reading program and
additional improvements needed, and enlisting its wholehearted

cooperation.

All of these steps should be taken within the framework of

democratic procedure. Experience shows clearly that the success

which attends such steps depends in large measure upon the breadth
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of understanding of administrative officers, their tact and sincerity,

and the dynamic quality of their leadership. 3

The nature of a situation determines largely the jobs which
need to be done by the administrator. For example, in some in-

stances an attempt should be made to reduce the size of classes and
to see that every teacher is supplied with as adequate facilities as

possible in order to do a desirable job.

In other instances, administrators may recommend promotion

and salary increases; initiate a program of periodic faculty and
study group meetings for in-service teachers; hold conferences in

which preplanning, postplanning, and evaluating may be done;

stress the importance of attendance in workshops and in summer
school; make teachers aware of observations and demonstrations;

provide opportunity for the use of a flexible daily program where
there are fewer and larger blocks of time and where grouping is

encouraged and made effective; visit to classrooms; participate in

community projects and organizations such as the PTA; and engage

in travel and extensive professional and non-professional reading.

Since it is the teacher who determines the success of the read-

ing program, it becomes his responsibility to study the child and
understand him. This however, should be done with the assistance

of the administrator in the particular situation, the administrative

staff, and the home. An understanding of the child and his environ-

ment is basic in getting a program started or improving one.

In the light of this, these are suggested procedures:

1. The survey approach can be effective from the point of view
of the school or from the point of view of the community.
In either instance, opportunity is provided for a study of the

child and his environment.

2. Recent investigation shows that there may be a program
organized by reading levels. Here children of both the

primary and upper grades are given instruction in reading as

two separate units, and each pupil reads at his own level

which is helpful to him. Materials are selected in terms of

levels of interests; individual study and dramatizations are

emphasized procedures.

Another approach to be used is the Cooperative Planning Basis.

Current research shows that the essentials of this program include

an inventory of the learner, a rich variety of materials organized

around content units, systematic development of basic reading

skills and abilities, and a continuous check on individual progress.

As a part of the pupil inventory a study is made of general ability,

the specific reading difficulties, the interests and the tastes of the

individual members of the class. In addition to basal readers, a

wide variety of selected materials is made available. Individual

instruction as well as class and small group activities characterize

nvilliam S. Gray, "Improved Reading Programs," EDUCATION, 71:535-540,

May, 1951.
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the procedure. Motivation is achieved in part by teacher-class

definition of specific objectives, by cooperatively planned study ac-

tivities and appraisal procedures, and by socialized discussions. 4

Differentiated instruction is an approach which provides op-

portunity for the maximum development of each child.

Instruction of this type provides for grouping and a great variety

of materials so that committees which have been set up may take

care of different areas of the activity and may do research to find

out things they want to know.

This kind of approach creates a social climate in the classroom

where democratic attitudes can exist. It provides further oppor-
tunity to work out a plan that fits the particular setting in which
the child is employed. In this plan the reading program is obvi-

ously a part of the total curriculum.

Harris indicated clearly in a discussion what may take place

in a situation when there is differentiated instruction. He said that

there is organization of the class on the basis of whole class activi-

ties, individualized activity, and homogenous and heterogeneous

grouping. In whole class activities, provision is made for a variety

of kinds of audience situations where children have major respon-

sibility for contributing. They may read a choice selection to their

classmates, give a book report, present an imitation radio broad-

cast, or give current events—using probably My Weekly Reader on
different levels or the daily newspaper. There may be an open
book experience for them, a review of alphabetizing where they

may give the letter coming before rather than after another.

Particularly is this desirable for the upper grades. Much free

reading may be done silently with the use of library books.

For improvement of individual skills, a series of practice ma-
terials may be used, or there might be a work period activity.

It is possible for all children to be doing the same thing at the

same time but on different levels if the major phases of the read-

ing program which are developmental—acquiring skills, functional-

applying reading in many other areas, and recreational—developing

attitudes, interests, and appreciations, are emphasized.* Homogenous
grouping is the conventional type approach. The class is divided into

groups. Children in a particular group must be able to use the

same materials; the general reading level is on the basis of the

book used; all children having the same difficulty in the same

skill are grouped together, especially is this the case in the upper

grades; special groups are formed only when some skill has been

missed; the level of reading is important in terms of the book used.

4E. A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction. Revised edition. Atlanta:

American Book Company, 1954. Pp. 56-57.

*This is a portion of a discussion led by A. J. Harris %vho was a member of

the staff of the Workshop in Reading, and the leader of the section for ad-

ministrators at the elementary school level at the University of Chicago, July,

1953.
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It may be a question as to whether all reading should be done
by groups. According to Harris, reading activities in all modern
schools are of three main types; developmental, recreational, and
functional. With this kind of organization grouping can be desira-

ble if (1) it permits children to enjoy learning together, (2) if

it enables the teacher to suggest the inclusion of children in groups

where they get a particular needed experience, (3) if each child

is enabled to form a friendly unthreatened relationship with his

teacher based on the help, encouragement, and interest of the

teacher as well as the opportunity to show the child that he is a

person regardless to his reading achievement, (4) if the teacher

strives to learn more and more about each child's school adjust-

ment as his behavior is observed in this social microcosm, and (5) if

it gives the teacher opportunity to have more fun teaching and to

become a better teacher. 5

Someone has said that "to watch a teacher wisely guiding chil-

dren in a classroom where grouping techniques are well used is

to see at work an artist whose medium is education."

A last suggested approach is that of the Visiting Readers where
children are sent to other grade rooms during a block set aside for

reading. Assignments to these tentative groupings are based on
fairly detailed analyses of difficulties. For other activities each pupil

returns to his home room. Immature children who usually would
enter the first grade are either retained in the kindergarten or ad-

mitted to a junior first grade. 6

THE HOME-SCHOOL RELATIONSHIP

In addition to the many approaches which may be utilized, the

important aspect of home-school relationship cannot be overlooked

in improving the reading program.

Early in this discussion it was indicated that the home must
help the school accomplish its purposes.

Today it is obvious to both parents and educators that we must
work together if we are to be successful in helping boys and girls

learn to read and enjoy doing it. It is a joint enterprise requiring

some activities to be carried on at home and others at school.

Although parents usually do not have the specialized skills and
techniques necessary to do the whole job, they should be kept in-

formed about modern reading methods and the reason for changes

that have been brought since they were in school.

On the other hand, we are sometimes amazed at the fact that

parents are much further ahead than we think in analyzing the

reading needs of their youngsters.

However, they do not always realize that the most common
causes for reading disability are in the emotional blocks which chil-

5Albert J. Harris, "Grouping in the Teaching of Reading." The Reading Teacher.

Vol. 5, September, 1951.

Tietts, op. cit., pp. 60-61.
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dren have. An example, according to Helen M. Robinson, is that

one of the most common causes of reading retardation is an un-

stable emotional climate in the home. She proved that a stable

home environment has a definite relationship to reading progress. 7

Another important finding in this connection is that parents

should be helped to see that the usual remedial techniques may
not be the answer, that the real solution may be removing an
emotional problem or block that prevents learning. 8

The nature of a good reading program in terms of what is in-

cluded in it will be determined only to the extent that from grades

one to junior high school, we are able to provide the experiences

and preparation that make for readiness to learn to read with ease

and rapidity; to promote the interests, attitudes and skills that

enable pupils to read simple material with observed attention to

meaning; to provide rapid mastery of the basic attitudes and skills

involved in both good oral reading and thoughtful silent reading

of material relating largely to familiar experience and within a

vocabulary of 3,000 words; to extend experiences and satisfy in-

terests beyond the range of familiar experience, and to develop

increased power and efficiency in reading in such area; to extend

and refine the reading attitudes and interests and the school needs

of young adolescents. 9

The purposes and objectives of traditional instruction in reading

contributed to regimentation, to compartmentalization of instruc-

tion, to the satisfying of interests, and to the termination of reading

instruction at the lower levels of school. The purposes and objec-

tives of modern instruction in reading have tended to emphasize

critical interpretation, the perennial nature of reading instruction,

the development of worthwhile interests and attitudes of approach,

and the social uses of language. 10

According to E. A. Betts, 11 a reorientation cannot be achieved by

a mere rearrangement of pupil desks, by inserting in the school

program a period called "activities," by administering a number of

new tests; by establishing remedial rooms, by the purchase of a new
series of basal textbooks, by designating groups of children by some
term other than "grade," or by a sudden revision of home reports.

Instead, the first reorganization must be made in terms of the ap-

proach to the problem.

'Helen M. Robinson, Why Children Fail in Reading. Chicago: The University

of Chicago Press, 1946.
sNellie C. Morrison, "Parents Readiness for Today's Reading Methods," The
Reading Teacher. 6:34-38, 44, September 1952.
9Selected from one of a series of lectures made by William S. Gray in a Workshop
in Reading at the University of Chicago, July 1953.

10E. A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction. Revised edition. Atlanta:
American Book Company, 1954. P. 98.

nIbid., p. 50.
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The Life And Creative Activities

Of Samuel Coleridge-Taylor

(18754912)

Coleridge Alexander Braithwaite

BIOGRAPHY

Samuel Coleridge-Taylor was born in Holborn, England, on
August 15, 1875 to Daniel Hughes Taylor, a native of West Africa,

and Alice Hare, a lady's companion in an English family. 1 The
father, a medical student in England, was successful for a brief

period but eventually ceased to support his family and returned to

Africa. Samuel's mother remarried, and although there was a con-

stant struggle for the necessities of life, she encouraged the develop-

ment of the musical ability which he displayed at an early age,

attracting the attention of Joseph Beckwith, the Conductor at the

Croydon Theatre, who consented to give him lessons on the violin. 2

In addition to this training, Coleridge-Taylor received intensive

instruction in Voice and Theory from Colonel Herbert A. Walters,

the honorary Choirmaster of St. George's Presbyterian Church in

Croydon. This association with Colonel Walters has been called

"one of the happiest encounters in the history of British music," 3

for with the valuable guidance and friendship of this teacher

Coleridge-Taylor was able to overcome the limitations of poverty

and enjoy full musical opportunities.

In 1890 he was admitted to the Royal College of Music in

London under the supervision of Sir George Grove, the Principal. 4

Studying piano with Algernon Ashton, harmony with Dr. Charles

Wood, composition with Sir Charles Villiers Stanford, and violin

with Henry Holmes, the timid but diligent musician was always

busy writing music, winning scholarships in composition, and

presenting programs of his own pieces.

The critics and the public began to notice him with great

curiosity when he wrote a "Nonet in F Minor" in 1895. 5 The Lesley

Alexander Prize for composition was awarded to him for two suc-

cessive years— 1895 and 1896, and more honors came to Coleridge-

Taylor in 1897 when Joseph Joachim, the noted German violinist

'Sayers, W. C. Berwick, Samuel CoIeridge-Ta\hr, Musician. His Life and Letters

(London: Cassell & Co., Ltd., 1915), p." 2.
2Ibid.. p. 6.

Hbid., p. 10.

'Ibid., p. 16.

"Ibid., p. 26.
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and composer, performed his "Quintet for Clarinet and Strings"

which was written two years previously to answer a challenge that

no modern composer could write for that combination of instru-

ments without showing the influence of Brahms.6

Concert engagements, commissions, teaching positions, and con-

ducting assignments began to pour into the life of the young
musician. In 1898 he gave up teaching because of illness, but at the

same time he was engaged to conduct the Croydon String Orchestra

for a period of eight years, and Sir Edward Elgar commissioned
him to write the "Ballade in A Minor" for the Three Choirs Fes-

tival at Gloucester.

In December, 1899, Coleridge-Taylor married a former class-

mate, Jessie Fleetwood Walmisley, a niece of Thomas Attwood
Walmisley who was formerly a Professor of Music at Oxford.

Despite the many problems arising from the interracial union which
produced a son, Hiawatha, and a daughter, Gwendolyn, the couple

shared a happy life. 7

In addition to assuming a new position as adjudicator at festivals

and choral competitions, 8 the active composer completed a setting

of Longfellow's "Hiawatha." After many revisions "Scenes from the

Song of Hiawatha" was performed by the choir and orchestra of

the Royal College in 1900. 9

"Meg Blane" — a choral-orchestral rhapsody inspired by the sea

— was commissioned by the Sheffield Music Festival in 1902, the

same year of his acceptance of the conductorship of the Rochester

Choral Society. 10

In 1903 the Samuel Coleridge-Taylor Society of Washington,

D. C, invited the musician to come to the United States for a visit. 11

Almost ten thousand people attended the threemight festival and
gave the guest of honor a tumultuous ovation. Before leaving the

Capitol for concerts in Chicago, Philadelphia, and New York,

Coleridge-Taylor was a guest of President Theodore Roosevelt at

the White House. 12

eIbid., pp. 30-31.
7Coleridge-Taylor, Jessie Fleetwood, Genius and Musician. A Memory Sketch or

Personal Reminiscences of My Husband (London: John Crowther, Ltd., 1943),

pp. 76.
8Mrs. Coleridge-Taylor, in a letter to the writer dated February 19, 1939, stated

that in connection with these duties "he was very quick to detect good or bad
comparisons, and in summing up his choice of competitor, he was very quick
and concise in his judgment, and this was what the audience approved in my
husband's adjudication."

9The tenor aria, "Onaway, Awake, Beloved," (in the first section of the cantata)

has been called "the most perfect tenor aria of the last generation." Sayers,

op. cit., p. 59.
wIbid., p. 136.

"At the instigation of Mrs. Andrew F. Hilyer who had met Coleridge-Taylor in

London in 1901, this organization of 200 voices was formed to sing his music
and foster a better understanding of musical culture among Negro people.

12Sayers, op. cit., p. 166.
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The succeeding years upon his return to England grew busier.

He became Conductor of the Handel Society in 1904 and was ap-

pointed Professor of Theory and Harmony at the Crystal Palace

School of Art and Music in 1905.13

In 1906 he returned to America to conduct the Washington
Society's thirteenth performance of "Hiawatha" and to give a series

of concerts that extended from St. Louis to Toronto, Canada.14

During a third visit to this country in 1910, Coleridge-Taylor con-

ducted a chorus of eight hundred and seventy-five singers in a widely

acclaimed presentation of "Hiawatha" at the Litchfield County
Choral Union Festival at Norfolk, Connecticut. 15

Despite the pressure of duties as Professor of Composition and
Conductor of the orchestra of the Guildhall School of Music in

London, 16 the composer finished many works in 1911, wrote music

for the theatre, conducted several performances of his music, ad-

judicated in Wales, and became Conductor of the Stock Exchange
Orchestral Society. 17

He was planning more musical activities during the following

year, but an illness which was not thought at first to be serious

overtook him. Coleridge-Taylor died on September 1, 1912. 18

'"Ibid., p. 174.

^Ibid., pp. 197-200.
nIbid., pp. 237-244.
wIbid., pp. 250-251.

"Ibid., p. 286.
lsIbid., p. 309.
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Harmony—Rhythm— Melody
(A brief sketch of important musical characteristics)

Coleridge-Taylor harmonically indulges in unusual musical
devices to effect modulations and colorful variations. His music
exploits sequences and chromatics in order to create sudden pro-
gressions and resolutions.

Mixed harmonies between chorus and orchestra are also fre-

quently found, such as the combination of the choral supertonic
seventh and the orchestral subdominant sixth in "The Atonement."
In this composition, furthermore, the tonality of B minor is sud-
denly changed into a striking dominant of the subdominant which
lingers in the chorus while the accompaniment sounds the minor
ninth under it.

*4

Ex. 1 — "The Atonement" (p. 13)
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Syncopation and the simultaneous use of conflicting rhythms are

expected African traits to be found in the music of Coleridge-

Taylor. A transcription of original African tunes entitled "The
Twenty-four Negro Melodies" teems with examples of interesting

and varied rhythmic combinations.

"Take Nabandji," for example, makes use of 4/4 and 3/4

rhythms:

Ex. 2 -"Take Nabandji" (p. 8)

i i nnflhli'i n\\n\\ n\\fi^m*
Combined rhythms provide the metrical scheme in "The War-

rior's Song":

Ex. 3 — "The Warrior's Song" (p. 23)

> J. nijni^i nj j . j. / j j
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Changes in time signature add to the complexity of the notes
in "I Was Way Down Yonder":

Ex. 4 — "I Was Way Down Yonder" (p. 78).

The simple beginning of "Run, Mary, Run" progresses im-

pulsively by means of an exceptionally developed syncopated struc-

ture, and this represents an excellent example of the composer's

advanced rhythmic tendencies:

Ex. 5 -"Run, Mary, Run" (p. 109)

i M h-h M J
i
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i
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Primarily a lyricist, Coleridge-Taylor keeps the melodies in the

soprano, even in the choral works. Occasionally they are doubled

in other voices, and they usually emphasize the tonic and dominant.

The beautiful melody, "Onaway, Awake, Beloved" (from

"Scenes from the Song of Hiawatha"), illustrates this predilection

for the I-V relationship:
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Ex. 6 — "Onaway, Awake, Beloved'

On-A-WAV' fl-MKE, B6-UV- E.K.... Tito,; Wf W„.D J:UURCF rde Fo«- EiT.'...On- a - way]

The tendency toward a linear curve is also characteristic of the

composer as he ascends either by skip or by step before descending

to the starting-place. The melody in the "Waltz" from the "Gipsy

Suite" illustrates this treatment:

Ex. 7 -"Waltz"

lft

r,

uUJ' H
) w\\ >\h?\i\inn\i

Other interesting melodic devices include the pentatonic scale

and modality. A few measures from "The Song of Conquest" (from

"The Twenty-four Negro Melodies") contain these devices, even to

the extent of cadencing on the lowered seventh in the B minor scale:

Ex. 8 — "The Song of Conquest" (p. 19)

mm p nw%« 4 i i E?
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Creative Activities

Orchestral

BAMBOULA, THE (Rhapsodic Dance), Op. 75. Boosey-Hawkes,

1911.

CHRISTMAS OVERTURE, Op. 74, No. 5 (also band; pf.). Boosey-

Hawkes, 1925.

ETHIOPIA SALUTING THE COLORS (Concert March), Op. 51

(also pf.; pf. duet; organ; v. & pf.). Augener, 1902.

FOUR CHARACTERISTIC WALTZES, Op. 22 (also band; pf.;

v. & pf.; Quintet for pf. and strings). Novello, 1903.

FROM THE PRAIRIE (Rhapsody), (also pf.). Ms.

HIAWATHA BALLET MUSIC (Suite), Op. 82, No. 1 (also band;

pf.). Boosey-Hawkes, 1919.

Incidental Music to FAUST, Op. 70 (also pf.; band). Boosey-

Hawkes, 1908.

Incidental Music to HEROD, Op. 47, No. 1 (also pf.; pf. duet).

Augener, 1901.

Incidental Music to NERO, Op. 62 (also pf.; v. & pf.). Novello,

1906.

Incidental Music to OTHELLO, Op. 79 (also band; pf.; organ;

harmonium; v. & pf.). Metzler, 1909.

Incidental Music to ST. AGNES EVE (also band; pf.). Boosey-

Hawkes, 1922.

Incidental Music to ULYSSES, Op. 49. Ms.

INTERMEZZO, Op. 74, No. 3 (also pf.; organ; band). Ascherberg,

Hopwood and Crew, 1911.

MINNEHAHA (Suite), Op. 82, No. 2 (also band; pf.). Boosey-

Hawkes, 1925.

PETITE SUITE DE CONCERT, Op. 77 (also pf.; band; v. & pf.).

Boosey-Hawkes, 1911.

ROMANCE OF THE PRAIRIE LILIES (also band). Boosey-

Hawkes, 1931.

SCENES FROM AN IMAGINARY BALLET, Op. 74, No. 1 (also

pf.). Schirmer, 1911.

SOLEMN PRELUDE, Op. 40 (also pf.). Novello, 1899.

SUITE NERO (String orch.). Novello, 1909.

SYMPHONIC VARIATIONS ON AN AFRICAN AIR, Op. 63

(also pf.). Novello, 1906.

SYMPHONY IN A MINOR, Op. 8. Ms.
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THREE DREAM DANCES, Op. 74, No. 2 (also pf.; pf. duet; v. &
pf.; band). Ascherberg, Hopwood and Crew, 1911.

TRIO IN E MINOR. Ms.

ZARA'S EAR-RINGS (Rhapsody for Voice and Orch.). Ms.

Chamber

BALLADE IN C MINOR, Op. 73 (v. & pf.). Augener, 1909.

CONCERTO IN G MINOR, Op. 80 (v. & orch.; also v. k pf.).

Metzler, 1915.

DEEP RIVER (v. & pf.). Ditson, 1911.

DIDN'T MY LORD DELIVER DANIEL? (v., vie, 2c pf.). Ditson,

1906.

FANTAISIESTUCK IN A MAJOR (vie. & orch.). Ms.

GIPSY SUITE, Op. 20 (v. & pf.). Augener, 1904.

I WAS WAY DOWN A-YONDER (v., vie, & pf.). Ditson, 1906.

I'M TROUBLED IN MIND (v. & pf.). Boosey-Hawkes, n.d.

NONET IN F MINOR, Op. 2 (pf., cl., horn, bassoon, & strings).

Ms.

QUARTET IN D MINOR (2 v., via., & vie). Ms.

QUINTET IN A, Op. 10 (cl., 2 v., via., & vie). Breitkopf & Hartel,

1895.

QUINTET IN G MINOR, Op. 1 (pf., 2 v., via., & vie). Ms.

SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE A MOTHERLESS CHILD (v., vie, &
pf.; also v. & pf.; orch.). Ditson, 1906.

SONATA IN D MINOR, Op. 28 (v. & pf.). Boosey-Hawkes, 1917.

THEY WILL NOT LEND ME A CHILD (v., vie, & pf.). Ditson,

1906.

VARIATIONS IN B MINOR (vie & pf.). Augener, 1918.

Keyboard

AFRICAN SblTE, Op. 35. Augener, 1898.

BARCAROLE. Schott, 1915.

CAMEOS, Op. 56. Augener, 1904

CAVANTINA. Schott, 1915.

FOREST SCENES, Op. 66. Augener, 1907.

MEDITATION. Associated Music Publishers, 1915.

MELODIES. Augener, 1915.

MOORISH DANCE, Op. 55. Augener, 1895.
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MOORISH TONE-PICTURES, Op. 19, No. 1. Augener, 1897.

PAPILLON. Augener, 1908.

SCENES DE BALLET, Op. 64. Augener, 1906.

THREE FOURS (A Valse Suite), Op. 71 (also pf. duet; v. & pf.;

trio for v., vie, & pf.; orch.; band). Augener, 1909.

THREE HUMORESQUES, Op. 31. Augener, 1898.

THREE IMPROMPTUS, Op. 78 (organ; also pf.; orch.). Summy,
1914.

THREE SILHOUETTES, Op. 38. Ashdown, 1904.

TWENTY-FOUR NEGRO MELODIES, Op. 59. Ditson, 1905.

TWO IMPROMPTUS. Augener, 1911.

Operatic

DREAM LOVERS (operatic romance in one act for 2 male and 2

female characters, chorus, and orch.). Boosey-Hawkes, 1898.

ENDYMION'S DREAM, Op. 65 (one act; S. & T. soli, chorus, and
orch.). Novello, 1910.

THELMA (Grand Opera in three acts). Ms.

Choral

ALL ARE SLEEPING, WEARY HEART (TTBB). Curwen, 1910.

ATONEMENT, THE, Op. 53 (Cantata for S., m-S., T., Bar. soli,

chorus, and orch.). Novello, 1903.

BEAUTY AND TRUTH (SA). Curwen, 1912.

BLIND GIRL OF CASTEL-CUILLE, THE, Op. 43 (Cantata for

S. & Bar. soli, chorus, and orch.). Novello, 1901.

BON-BON SUITE, Op. 68 (Cantata for Bar., chorus, and orch.).

Novello, 1908.

DRAKE'S DRUM (SA; TTBB). Curwen, 1906.

DREAMS, DREAMS, Op. 74. Boosey-Hawkes, 1923.

ENCINCTURED WITH A TWINE OF LEAVES (SSA). Novello,

1908.

EVENING STAR, THE (SATB). Novello, 1911.

FALL ON ME LIKE A SILENT DEW (SA). Curwen, 1912.

FIVE CHORAL BALLADS, Op. 54 (Bar., chorus, and orch.). Breit-

kopf and Hartel, 1904-1905.

ISLE OF BEAUTY (SATB). Augener, 1920.

JUNE ROSE BLOOMED, A (SSA). Augener, 1911.
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KUBLA KHAN, Op. 61 (Rhapsody for m-S., chorus, and orch.).

Novello, 1905.

LEE-SHORE (SATB). Novello, 1912.

LIFT UP YOUR HEADS (SATB; also chorus and band). Kjos,

1950.

LITTLE BOY BLUE, Op. 84 (unison). Boosey-Hawkes, 1923.

LOUD SANG THE SPANISH CAVALIER (TTBB). Curwen,
1910.

MEG BLANE (Rhapsody of the Sea), Op. 48 (m-S., chorus, and
orch.). Novello, 1902.

O MARINERS, OUT OF THE SUNLIGHT (TTBB). Curwen,
1910.

O, WHO WILL WORSHIP THE GREAT GOD PAN? (TTBB).
Curwen, 1910.

O YE THAT LOVE THE LORD (SATB). Novello, 1892.

OH! THE SUMMER (SA). Curwen, 1911.

PART-SONGS, Op. 21 (SSA; also pf.; solo voice). Augener, 1898.

PIXIES, THE (SSA). Novello, 1908.

SEA-DRIFT (Rhapsody), Op. 69 (SSAATTBB). Novello, 1908.

SEA-SHELL (SATB). Curwen, 1911.

SCENES FROM THE SONG OF HIAWATHA, Op. 30 (Cantata

for S., T., Bar. soli, chorus, and orch.). Novello, 1898-1900.

SONG OF PROSERPINE (SATB). Novello, 1912.

SUMMER IS GONE (SATB). Curwen, 1911.

TALE OF OLD JAPAN, A, Op. 76 (Cantata for S., C, T., Bar.

soli, chorus, and orch.). Novello, 1911.

TE DEUM (choir and organ). Augener, 1921.

VIKING SONG (SA; also TTBB; SATB; solo voice). Ditson, 1914.

WHAT CAN LAMBKINS DO? (SSA). Novello, 1908.

WHISPERS OF SUMMER (SATB). Novello, 1910.

Vocal

AFRICAN ROMANCES (7), Op. 17. Augener, 1897.

AH, SWEET, THOU LITTLE KNOWEST! Boosey-Hawkes, 1904.

ALONE WITH MOTHER. Boosey-Hawkes, 1909.

BEAUTY AND SONG. Boosey-Hawkes, 1905.

BIRTHDAY, A. Metzler, 1909.

BLOOD-RED RING, A. Novello, 1899.
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CANDLE LIGHTING TIME. Church, 1911.

CORN SONG, A. Boosey-Hawkes, 1897.

DARK EYE HAS LEFT US, THE. Novello, 1903.

DREAMING FOREVER. Boosey-Hawkes, 1905.

EASTER MORN, THE. Boosey-Hawkes, 1904.

ELEANORE. Novello, 1909.

EULALIE. Boosey-Hawkes, 1904.

EXPLANATION, AN. Schmidt, 1914.

FIVE FAIRY BALLADS. Boosey-Hawkes, 1909.

FIVE-AND-TWENTY SAILORMEN. Church, 1910.

GUEST, THE. Augener, 1914.

IF I COULD LOVE THEE. Maxwell, 1905.

IN MEMORIAM (Three Rhapsodies), Op. 24. Augener, 1898.

ISLAND OF GARDENS, THE. Boosey-Hawkes, 1911.

KING THERE LIVED IN THULE, A. Boosey-Hawkes, 1908.

LAMENT, A. Ricordi, 1910.

LIFE AND DEATH. Augener, 1914.

LINKS O' LOVE, THE. Church, 1910.

LITTLE SONGS FOR LITTLE FOLKS (6), Op. 19, No. 2.

Boosey-Hawkes, 1898.

LOVELY LITTLE DREAM, A. Schirmer, 1909.

LOVE'S MIRROR. Augener, 1916.

LOW BREATHING WINDS. Augener, 1914.

MY ALGONQUIN. Summy, 1910.

MY DOLL. Boosey-Hawkes, 1900.

MY LADY. Augener, 1916.

ONAWAY, AWAKE, BELOVED. Novello, 1898.

PRAYER FOR PEACE. Curwen, 1911.

SHE RESTED BY THE BROKEN BROOK. Ditson, 1906.

SHOSHONE'S ADIEU, THE. Boosey-Hawkes, 1904.

SIX SORROW SONGS, Op. 57. Augener, 1906.

SOLITUDE. Augener, 1918.

SONS OF THE SEA. Novello, 1910.

SUMMER IDYLL, A. Enoch, 1906.

SWEET EVENINGS COME AND GO, LOVE. Novello, 1899.

TELL, O TELL ME. Schmidt, 1915.
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THOU ART. Presser, 1911.

THREE RAVENS, THE. Boosey-Hawkes, 1897.

UNTIL. Ditson, 1908.

VISION, A. Maxwell, 1905.

YOU'LL LOVE ME YET. Novello, 1899.
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Phonograph Records

DEATH OF MINNEHAHA:
Gramophone-C 2210/1 3-Royal Choral Society.

ELEANORE:

Gramophone—B 9451—Webster Booth, Tenior; Hubert Green-

slade, Accompanist.

Columbia—DB 2083—Henry Wendon, Tenor; Gerald Moore,
Accompanist.

Decca—F 1699—Roy Henderson, Baritone, with piano accom-

paniment.

LIFE AND DEATH:

Gramophone—B 9451—Webster Booth, Tenor; Hubert Green-

slade, Accompanist.

ONAWAY, AWAKE, BELOVED:

Victor— 1142 D—Tudor Davies, Tenor.

Gramophone—C 3407—Webster Booth, Tenior; Liverpool Phil-

harmonic Orchestra, Sir Malcolm Sargent, Conductor.

PETITE SUITE DE CONCERT:

Gramophone—C 2372/3—London Symphony Orchestra, Sir Mal-

colm Sargent, Conductor.

Columbia—DX 631/2—Bournemouth Municipal Orchestra,

Howard Godfrey, Conductor.

Columbia—DB 2205/6 (for two pianos)—Rawicz and Landauer,

Pianists.

Columbia—ML 2180—Queen's Hall Light Orchestra, Sydney

Torch, Conductor.

SONGS OF HIAWATHA:
Gramophone—C 1931/34—Royal Choral Society, Walter Glynne,

Tenor, and Albert Hall Orchestra, Sir Malcolm Sargent, Con-

ductor.

VIKING SONG:

Victor—20494-A—Associated Glee Clubs of America; 2500 male
voices with piano; recorded at the Sesquicentennial, Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania, 1926.
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